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Reimagining the Implementation of the FFRDC Model

Christian Petrie (ORNL), Emily Smith (AMES), Matt Toups (FNAL), Jimmy Fung (LANL), Mark Kemp (SLAC), Lance Kim (LLNL)

• **What:** Delivering on today’s unprecedented DOE and NNSA missions will require changes to the implementation of the FFRDC model to improve laboratory inefficiencies in an era of heightened oversight.

• **Why:** DOE missions are more urgent and diverse than ever before, there is actionable momentum from recent DOE-led reform efforts, and the LOB is invested in this cause as evidenced by their related initiative to reimagine the FFRDC model.

• **How:** We propose cataloguing recent successful (and unsuccessful) reform efforts within the national lab system, extracting common themes, and organizing a workshop to disseminate these findings, share best practices, and encourage broader adoption of successful reform mechanisms.

Overview

The Federally Funded Research and Development Center (FFRDC) model for the management and operation (M&O) of the US Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) national laboratories has historically ranged from a “hands off” approach with little direct oversight during the Manhattan Project and the decades that followed to a “hands on” approach with elements of micromanagement in the 1980s to early 2000s. Today the missions of the national laboratories are just as critical and significantly more diverse since their inception, and the DOE seeks to achieve its mission through a FFRDC model that balances operational freedom with measured oversight. Numerous reports over the past few decades recommended how to improve efficiency and oversight models to enhance mission delivery. At the same time, a large portion of the federal and contractor workforce has spent fewer than five years within the laboratories and/or DOE, resulting in a general lack of familiarity with the special relationship that is intended between the laboratories and the federal government.

This think-piece reviews recent actions that have been taken to address inefficiencies stemming from an imbalance of compliance versus mission focus, including common themes and mechanisms for affecting change. We recommend expanding our initial observations to develop a more comprehensive summary of successful reform efforts as well as obstacles that have prevented certain efforts from being successful. Finally, we propose working with the Laboratory Operations Board (LOB) to organize a workshop to share lessons learned and best practices, and foster conversations on how to achieve an optimal balance of operational freedom and oversight of the DOE’s FFRDCs.

Process

We reviewed many documents focused on laboratory performance and mission execution and the recommendations that have been made to improve operational efficiencies. These included the 2003 Blue Ribbon Commission report [1], the 2015 CRENEL report [2], a recent summary of concerns with FFRDCs prepared for Congress [3], multiple Government Accountability Office reports [4, 5], Office of Inspector General (OIG) audit reports [6], the Enhanced Mission Delivery Initiative (EMDI) [7], the Revolutionary Working Group (RWG) [8], and other summaries of the FFRDC model [9].

We spoke with:

• Lynn Orr, former DOE Under Secretary for Science and Energy
• Mike Knotek, former DOE Under Secretary for Science and Energy
• Juston Fontaine, DOE Office of Science, Deputy Director for Field Operations
• Ingrid Kolb, DOE Office of Management, Director
• Johnny Moore, DOE, Oak Ridge Site Office Manager
• Mark Peters, Battelle Memorial Institute, Executive Vice-President for Laboratory Operations
• John Sarrao, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Director
• Carolyn Zerkle, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), Deputy Director
• Mike Schlender, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), Chief Operating Officer
• Juan Alvarez, Idaho National Laboratory (INL), Chief Operating Officer
• Tim Meyer, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL), Chief Operating Officer
• Devon Streit, PNNL, Director of Institutional Planning
• Saurabh Anand, SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Chief Laboratory Counsel
• Peter Raboin, LLNL, Associate Program Director for the Nuclear Weapon Engineering Program
• Chelsey Aisenbrey, Ames Laboratory, Director of Laboratory Planning and Performance

Challenge
Many of the DOE national laboratories were born out of the Manhattan Project to urgently “mobilize the country’s scientific and engineering talent and apply it to the development of technologies that would aid U.S. war efforts” [3]. This led to the development of FFRDCs (initially called Federal Contract Research Centers), which were not subject to many of the restrictions of the federal government. For example, under the government-owned, contractor-operated (GOCO) model, FFRDCs had fewer restrictions on hiring and pay rates, which led to the development of the scientific and technical talent necessary for the massive undertaking for the war effort. The GOCO model provided the management and operational freedom needed to solve an urgent national need. However, the “hands off” oversight approach used in the 1940s through 1980s was not without consequences as it, for example, helped contribute to significant environmental and worker safety issues, primarily from byproducts of nuclear weapons production.

Today, 16 of the 17 DOE national laboratories still operate under the GOCO model, but with a significantly different oversight approach, at least since the early 1980s. The late 1980s through early 2000s saw periods of increasing complexity in the regulation (“micromanagement”) and oversight (“transactional”) of FFRDCs. Reports have claimed that this lack of trust and accountability affected mission execution, degraded operational efficiencies, and limited operational freedom—originally envisioned to be necessary to solve urgent National needs and drive innovation [2]. DOE now seeks to balance continued congressional and OIG concerns regarding a lack of oversight of FFRDCs [3, 5] with allowing the labs sufficient operational freedom. This is challenging! Laboratory and DOE employees hired within the past five years may not appreciate their intended strategic relationship that, per Federal Acquisitions Regulation 35.017, is expected to be “long term” and provide the continuity that will attract high quality personnel.

The fundamental challenge of balancing compliance versus mission delivery is particularly acute today given the unprecedented pressure on DOE to deliver on some of its most critical missions. Escalating geopolitical tensions have prompted massive programs to modernize our nuclear weapons systems and more broadly enhance our nation’s strategic nuclear deterrence mission. Much of the DOE and lab workforce — many of whom were born in an era where American society was reaping the benefits of the post-Cold War peace dividend — does not fully comprehend the urgency of the National Nuclear Security Administration’s (NNSA’s) mission with the renewed strategic conflict between great powers and near-peer rivals. At the same time, funding levels for the development and deployment of clean energy
technologies have never been higher and it is a challenge for DOE to even distribute the funding, let alone execute the work. It is clear that we need to make changes in the way that we implement the FFRDC model to deliver on DOE’s urgent and ambitious missions.

**Recommendations**

This think piece does not add to the long list of reports that provide recommendations for how to improve DOE oversight models or laboratory relationships. Alternatively, we suggest learning from recent successful (and unsuccessful) reform efforts within the national lab system, extracting common themes, and disseminating these findings to a broader audience to share best practices. Through this, we aim to stimulate revitalizing the DOE FFRDC model to return closer to its roots, which held great promise for effective mission delivery.

We aren’t alone. Jill Hruby championed the Enhanced Mission Delivery Initiative (EMDI) to improve efficiencies within the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) labs [7]. Since it was issued, there has been measurable progress in implementing the EMDI recommendations. The Office of Science has had similar success in developing the HR Benefits Toolkit and reinvigorating the FFRDC model through efforts such as the Revolutionary Working Group (RWG) led out of SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory [8]. Finally, this think piece hopes to leverage parallel activities that are being considered by the LOB. The LOB’s initiative is considering how to reimagine the FFRDC model to maintain the originally intended “special” relationship between the government and the laboratories, including identifying any applicable federal policies and regulations that may need to be revised. This think piece complements the LOB’s efforts in that it takes a more pragmatic approach to addressing inefficiencies within the current FFRDC model, rather than reimagining the FFRDC model itself. It is easy to point to some of these more visible successes, but there have also been instances where reform efforts have been unsuccessful. We hope to capture both the successes and failures to inform future reform efforts.

Thought leaders throughout the complex were overwhelmingly supportive of the idea of focusing on mission rather than compliance. All recognized that there are instances of processes that have evolved to run contrary to this philosophy. Of course, the focus on mission shouldn’t be conflated with “mission delivery at all costs.” Safe, secure, and responsible execution is necessary for mission delivery to be effective. However, at least three factors push us away from this ideal.

1) **Poor understanding of risk acceptance.** There is not a shared understanding of who is responsible for accepting and managing risk (lab management, contractor, site office, etc.). Ultimately, decisions must be made on how much risk is acceptable for achieving mission results. Typically, poor performing institutions have shorter leashes as they demonstrate the ability to execute mission effectively. However, feedback was received that regardless of performance, it is very common as directives flow down through organizations, instead even more constraints are added. Labs frequently are their own worst enemies.

2) **Directives originating from outside entities.** Federal directives can be powerful tools to broadly implement needed changes. Like many things, good intentions can later be found to have substantial flaws or better alternatives can be subsequently discovered. When a directive originates from outside of DOE, for example, it can be incredibly difficult to change or reverse.

3) **Siloed organizations optimizing local problems.** Frequently, we heard about groups that may have good intentions trying to achieve a reasonable objective while inadvertently grinding mission achievement to a halt.
**Recommendation 1:** Compile recent successes, mechanisms for affecting change, continued pain points, and reasons why certain ideas were not successful to inform future reform efforts.

The time and effort required to fully catalogue and assess all recent reform efforts would stretch beyond the duration of the Oppenheimer Science and Energy Leadership Program Cohort 6. Nevertheless, we have some initial observations based on the many conversations we had with current and former leaders at DOE and its national laboratories. These observations are summarized in Table 1 and will provide momentum for any future compilations that may continue if this think piece is supported by the National Laboratory Directors Council (NLDC). Future compilations would be performed by this think piece team and reviewed and approved by the NLDC and/or the LOB in support of their fiscal year 2024 initiative. With support from the NLDC/LOB, we propose communicating the findings to a broader audience via the workshop described later in recommendation 2.
Table 1. Initial summary of some recent successful reform efforts across the DOE national lab system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Successes</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Create, change, or remove directives</td>
<td>• DOE Order 413.3B (acquisition of capital assets) was changed to increase the threshold for capital assets from &gt;$20M to &gt;$50M.</td>
<td>• Original request was a limit of $750M, whereas a more modest request of $100M might have been granted.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                                               | • NNSA issued a supplemental directive that allowed for waiving of DOE Order 413.3B requirements for low-risk commercial like construction and adopt OSHA+ standards.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 | • Required years of successful pilot projects.  
• Limited to non-complex, non-nuclear construction under $100M.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                               | • DOE Order 5801.1A removed requirements related to personal property management was based on feedback from lab and DOE staff.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     | • None.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                |
| Piloting relaxed requirements or reduced reporting frequencies | • NNSA pilot program increased procurement consent approval authority from $20M to $50M.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             | • Not applicable to construction or nuclear facilities.  
• Took 6 months to implement.  
• At LLNL, only impacted 4 contracts; a $100M consent approval authority is estimated to impact dozens of contracts per year.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                               | • LLNL initiated risk-based pilots to reduce the number of annual deliverables related to cyber security (from ~200 to ~40) and emergency management (from ~60 to ~12).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       | • Uncertain whether requirements will change after pilots end.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                               | • LLNL submitted a variance to 10 CFR 851, Worker Safety and Health Program, to instead follow more standard Cal/OSHA construction regulations.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          | • Currently under DOE review.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                               | • NNSA labs piloted normalized hazard pay rates for staff employed by different labs working at the same site to improve employee relationships.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   | • None.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                |
|                                               | • LANL worked with NNSA to pilot a Craft Incentive Program, leading to 20% increases in craft workforce.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         | • None.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                |
| Piloting contract reform                      | • SLAC eliminated H-clause contract requirements regarding procurement: sole source justification is no longer required for awards <$250k and site office reviews are not required for subcontracts between $5M and $25M[8].                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     | • None.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                |
| Change in contract management                | • NNSA changed their M&O contract model from 5 years + 1-year extensions to 5 years + 5-year extensions.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        | • Currently limited to NNSA labs; not being considered by DOE Office of Science.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                |

1 Example pilot projects include the LLNL Digital Infrastructure Capability Expansion, Y-12 Special Materials Facility, Y-12 Fire Station, LANL Pajarito Corridor Office Complex Building 1, and SNL Emergency Operations Center.
### Approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Streamlining controls on compensation and benefits</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • The LOB championed the HR Benefits Toolkit to address recruitment/retention challenges including childcare, compensation, and benefits.  
  - Contributed to the revision of DOE Order 350.1 and the removal of a clause that deemed workplace dependent care facilities unallowable.  
  - Targeting removal of H-clause requirements for DOE to approve pre-implementation changes to compensation plans.  
  - NNSA labs worked with DOE to conduct a Geographic Differential Study to account for high cost of living areas and inform Compensation Increase Plans (CIPs).  
  - SNL worked with DOE/NNSA to modify their pension plan to allow for retirees to work more hours without an impact to their pension or other post-retirement benefits. | • Many of these initiatives are still under development. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internal streamlining</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • LANL increased procurement thresholds from $250k to $20M and removed FAR-based procurement requirements that previously required ~3 days to approve purchases >$250k.  
  • LLNL bereavement policy was updated to remove unnecessary approvals and increase flexibility.  
  • PNNL was able to eliminate an annual strategy document that was being generated unnecessarily in place of a simple scope of work to satisfy contractor assurance requirements. | • None. |

### Recommendation 2:

We propose working with the LOB to organize a workshop to foster conversations surrounding the special nature of the FFRDC model and highlight pathways by which contractors and federal employees can work together to achieve an optimal balance of operational freedom and oversight of the DOE’s FFRDCs.

Discussions focused on oversight reform and implementation of the FFRDC model are not widespread across the laboratory complex; in many cases the discussion of individual efforts may remain at their originating laboratories or within a small group of individuals in similar positions across the laboratory complex. Participants in the OSELP program have the unique opportunity to learn about many of these efforts during their fellowship year (e.g., see Table 1). Our first recommendation seeks to build upon our initial observations to provide a more comprehensive summary of recent reform efforts. Recommendation 2 focuses on disseminating this information to a wider audience across the DOE and laboratory complex, which could encourage more creative thinking and reduce impediments to broader adoption of reform mechanisms that have been successful in smaller settings. Communicating these ideas is particularly important given the large percentage of DOE and laboratory staff that are new to the complex and may not understand the intended nature of the FFRDC model.

The laboratory ecosystem is diverse with respect to size, mission, operational challenges, complexity, and relationships; reform approaches must be tailored to each laboratory. Another barrier to reform is the nature of relationships within the DOE enterprise; reform depends on action from all parties involved in...
FFRDC relationships and reform efforts undertaken by a single party are often limited in their effectiveness. It is crucial that both contractors and federal employees participate in reform strategies. Programs such as Building Executive Leaders for Tomorrow (BELT) have been established to strengthen relationships between emerging federal and laboratory leaders. These programs could play a role in building the long-term trust that is needed between DOE and the labs, but we believe that a more timely solution is needed to address inefficiencies that could threaten more urgent mission needs.

To affect reform for all parties in the FFRDC relationships, the target audience for our proposed workshop includes: laboratory staff who work with the DOE site/field offices and headquarters staff, DOE site/field office and headquarters employees charged with lab oversight, sponsoring DOE program offices, and selected FFRDC staff from other federal agencies funding STEM or security research (e.g., NSF, DOD, NASA). The workshop could include a history of FFRDCs and M&O contracts; a summary of common misconceptions and challenges related to oversight; an analysis of the impact of FFRDCs on technology innovation, national security, and DOE’s mission; facilitated conversations between federal employees and FFRDC representatives; and a forum to discuss emerging opportunities for improvements in mission execution (i.e., the focus of recommendation 1).

As part of this recommendation, we propose that the Oppenheimer Leadership Network, and members of this think piece team, work with the NLDC and LOB to develop the attendee list, agenda, and execute this workshop.

Concluding Remarks
Delivering on the urgent DOE missions facing the nation requires bold and creative recipes to increase operational efficiency in an era of heightened oversight. By cataloging and sharing these solutions across the DOE lab complex, our aim is to unleash the latent productivity of the DOE’s FFRDCs by bolstering federal and laboratory champions for operational efficiency and providing them with an enduring and dynamic resource to aid them in overcoming the everyday challenges they face in increasing operational efficiency at their labs. Figure 1 summarizes the activities that have been performed under this think piece, how they relate to our proposed future activities, and which activities will need to be owned by laboratory champions (NLDC, LOB, etc.).

![Figure 1. Diagram showing the evolution of the catalog described in the recommendations and the ongoing interaction with laboratory champions for operational efficiency.](image-url)
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Overview
Generative AI (GenAI) has the potential to revolutionize how the DOE National Labs achieve their missions. Recent advances in these capabilities have been a catalyst for increased excitement and investment in GenAI. While these capabilities unlock opportunities, they also pose considerable challenges. The Department of Energy (DOE) and National Labs are engaged in multiple endeavors to conceptualize use cases and comprehend both the potential risks and benefits associated with integrating GenAI within the operational aspects of the DOE ecosystem. Without careful coordination, there is a possibility that labs will invest in efforts without addressing significant barriers to success upfront or develop applications for which the risks and unintended consequences are poorly understood.

In this think piece, we recommend the formation of a cross-laboratory, multidisciplinary community of practice (CoP) to facilitate the use of GenAI applications within National Labs operations. This group should consist of experts spanning various domains, including operations, computer science and information management, security, policy, and ethics. The community of practice will establish a framework for evaluating the benefits, risks, and impacts of applying GenAI to operations and will develop a process to implement and steward GenAI applications for operations at National Labs. The community of practice will champion high impact cross-lab use cases, share lessons learned and best practices, and inform DOE guidance and policy.

Additionally, the supplementary material of this think piece contains a snapshot of information on the existing initiatives and policies at each National Lab, current operational use cases under development at individual labs, and three example high-impact cross-lab use cases. This information can serve as a foundational reference for the community of practice group as they work to establish a comprehensive framework that spans all the DOE National Labs.

Definitions
Artificial Intelligence (AI): A field of computer science that focuses on creating intelligent machines capable of tasks normally requiring human intelligence.

Machine Learning (ML): An application of AI that enables systems to learn and improve from analysis of and inference from patterns in data without being explicitly programmed.

Deep Learning (DL): A subset of machine learning, which is essentially a neural network with three or more layers.
Generative AI (GenAI): A type of AI that can create content such as images, text, audio, or video based on the data on which it has been trained, using techniques like large language models, transformer neural networks, and generative adversarial networks.

**Process**
This think piece concept began when GenAI made headlines in November, 2022. The suggestions and concepts have evolved to stay in sync with the industry. We’ve had the privilege of gaining insights from numerous individuals across all national labs and the DOE, learning about the challenges and opportunities that GenAI introduces. While our thoughts continue to develop, our gratitude towards the individuals who will determine GenAI’s role in our future remains constant. These are the individuals we’ve engaged with and learned from. We value their support, guidance, and constructive criticism. Appendix D includes a list of these individuals who have contributed to the formation of this think piece - we are grateful to each one of them.

**Recommendation**
Develop a cross-laboratory, multidisciplinary community of practice to steward the implementation of GenAI applications for operations at the National Labs.

**Challenge**
There are currently individual efforts going on at National Laboratories to incorporate GenAI applications into business operations. These GenAI applications have the potential to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of Laboratory operations, reducing costs to the taxpayer, increasing repeatability, and enabling researchers to spend more time focused on solving scientific challenges. Coordination across the labs on these efforts could support effective information sharing, increasing the impact of these individual efforts. For example, at PNNL there are efforts underway to develop an AI application to assist in IT tech desk support. At SLAC, there are efforts underway to use an AI application to assist with requirements management. LBNL is exploring the use of AI in the assessment of activities relative to the risk matrix. National labs have similar operational challenges that can benefit from sharing templated design frameworks for the GenAI applications and lessons learned throughout the GenAI application development and execution.

Another challenge in implementing GenAI to enhance operational effectiveness is the capability of siloed laboratory teams with limited resources to identify and eliminate barriers that threaten GenAI projects. Existing projects across the complex have challenges with access to data authorization and approval to use commercial AI models.

**Proposal**
We recommend the formation of a cross-laboratory, multidisciplinary community of practice to develop guiding principles about use of GenAI, share lessons learned, and coordinate and steward GenAI use cases that could benefit the entire complex. This group should consist of experts spanning various domains, including operations, computer science, information management, security, policy, and ethics. Their collective knowledge and skills will be crucial in shaping the decision framework for the National Labs to optimize investment in GenAI projects. The team can anticipate the challenges associated with use of GenAI and provide options to mitigate them, so the projects have a greater chance of success. Typical challenges associated with the use of GenAI are found in Appendix E.
Additionally, there is a wide range of policies and experience using GenAI across the National Laboratories, and the complex will benefit from the sharing of best practices and experience. A coordinated community of practice can also reduce risk and confusion concerning guidance and policies related to use of GenAI. The CoP can provide a framework that generates consistency and trust in the use of GenAI across the complex to optimize operational efficiency and effectiveness.

This team could be charged to:

**Develop and Disseminate GenAI Guiding Principles.** Establish a set of guiding principles that outline the ethical, safety, and societal considerations that should underpin the development and deployment of GenAI technologies within National Lab operations. We recommend leveraging resources such as the "DOE Generative Artificial Intelligence Reference Guide" to support development of these principles. The DOE Generative AI Reference Guide provides guiding principles related to the safe and effective use of GenAI. It provides definitions, reviews the key risks and benefits, and provides common sense mitigations to reduce those risks. It highlights best practices and provides a checklist of items to consider when using GenAI. We propose to partner with the DOE Tiger Team to develop a short informative and educational multimedia communication of these guiding principles to share with all NL staff.

**Develop a Risk-Based Decision-Making Framework.** Build a framework to aid in evaluating potential risks associated with GenAI applications for operations, enabling informed decisions on implementation.

**Share Best Practices and Lessons Learned.** Capture lessons learned from deploying GenAI operations applications. Share these valuable insights throughout the DOE-Lab Complex. We recommend drawing on the recent experiences and lessons learned by the NL COO working group as they tried to implement a GenAI use case for operations at the DOE complex level.

**Create a Process for Implementing GenAI Operations Applications.** Provide a standardized approach and framework for designing, building, and deploying GenAI operations applications. This will expedite the creation of safe and effective GenAI operations solutions. The insights and recommendations from the team could be used to inform DOE enterprise guidance and policy related to GenAI in operations, assuring alignment with the broader objectives of the Department of Energy.

The team could prioritize and sponsor the development of high impact cross-laboratory use cases. We have included three examples of potential high impact GenAI applications that could be designed, built, and used across the DOE National Lab Complex (Appendix C).

There is also a recognition that not all challenges will be solved using GenAI. Regular workshops that bring together the National Laboratory Operations and AI communities to assess high value areas in operations where GenAI could have a high impact should be a high priority for the team. Some of the promising general use cases for both AI and GenAI within the Lab Complex include:

**Development of AI-Driven Decision Support Systems.** Create intelligent decision-support systems that can assist scientists and researchers in formulating hypotheses, designing experiments, and interpreting
results. These systems could use machine learning algorithms to analyze past and current research data, thereby suggesting the most promising avenues for future research.

**Automated Data Integration and Analysis.** Employ AI algorithms for the seamless integration and analysis of multidisciplinary data. This would simplify the often-complicated process of data collation from various domains, enabling researchers to draw more timely, accurate, and comprehensive conclusions.

**Optimization of Resource Allocation.** Utilize AI to analyze resource usage patterns within the labs and recommend optimal allocation strategies. This could reduce operational costs and expedite project timelines.

**Real-Time Monitoring and Predictive Maintenance.** Implement AI tools that can predict equipment failures and suggest preemptive maintenance schedules. This would reduce downtime and extend the lifespan of costly scientific instruments.

**AI-Enhanced Cybersecurity Measures.** As the labs handle sensitive and classified information, deploying AI-powered cybersecurity measures would provide an additional layer of protection against increasingly sophisticated cyber threats.

It is important to note that many DOE programs have begun investigating Large Language Models as a GenAI technology to assist with software development, including automated development of code and translation of code base from one language to another (e.g. Fortran to C++ conversion). This application of GenAI is cross-cutting between operations and research because software development is often its own research effort. Additionally, much of the other research undertaken at DOE laboratories requires significant investment in software development. Applying GenAI techniques to this area is a potential force multiplier in completing this job more quickly. However, DOE is required to demonstrate software quality and cyber assurance of all software generated for the various missions. This particular cross-cutting opportunity is a potential topic for the multidisciplinary CoP to investigate and share information across the labs.

To support this recommendation, we have collected information on the GenAI policies, guidance, and individual Lab use cases across all 17 DOE National Labs. This information provides insights into areas for potential collaboration and sharing of best practices. We used the questions found in Appendix A to collect the information via the CIOs and designated POCs for AI at each National Lab. The data were analyzed to characterize current initiatives, guidance, policies, and coordination across the laboratories. Additionally, the use cases input was analyzed to stratify use cases into logical categories, identify scopes of influence, and evaluate the extent to which similarities exist among use cases at various labs. The results are included in Appendix B.
Appendix A. Questions Used to Collect Information on AI Efforts at National Labs

1. Name, title, and lab affiliation of interviewee.
2. Are you currently coordinating AI activities across the lab?
3. Is there a single person responsible for coordinating Generative AI activities?
4. What is the name, title/role, and contact info for the individual responsible for coordinating Generative AI activities.
5. Are you okay with us following up with this person?
6. Do you currently have any coordinated efforts to provide guidance to laboratory staff for Generative AI use in Research?
7. Do you currently have any coordinated efforts to provide guidance to laboratory staff for Generative AI use in Operations?
8. Do you have a policy regarding the use of Open Generative AI products (e.g. GPT 3.5, DALL-E) for lab sponsored work?
9. If so, what is it?
10. If not, do you plan to have one?
11. Does your lab IT policy allow for any Generative AI tools to be used on lab computers and networks? If so, can you share any details about your policy?
12. Do you have a defined process to review Generative AI research projects on the scientific side? E.g., LDRD, DOE and other agency proposal calls.
14. What guidance is provided to groups developing Generative AI to ensure consistent, reliable, and trustworthy solutions (guidelines, policies, procedures, rules, etc)?
15. Is there a standardized approach for proposing Generative AI projects and identifying needed resources, timelines, projected cost, group composition, etc.?
16. Are there currently any Generative AI initiatives within the operations space at your laboratory?
17. Please describe the operations use case(s) under development, their expected development timeline, and their current state in the development lifecycle.
18. Please describe the group(s) charged with developing the operations use case(s), including their size, composition and, if possible, a point of contact for further information.
19. Who are you coordinating with external to the lab on Generative AI?
20. Identify other groups with whom you’re collaborating, and the nature of the collaboration.
21. Do you regularly monitor for developing Generative AI initiatives to identify further opportunities to collaborate and/or coordinate?
22. How are you sharing guidance from DOE and other sources with your laboratory staff?
23. Do you have recommendations on how the National Labs could/should manage the use of Generative AI within the DOE-Lab Complex?
24. Do you have feedback on our think piece recommendations?
25. Are there any other contacts at your laboratory we should talk to about Generative AI in Operations?
Appendix B. National Laboratory GenAI Landscape

The team spoke to individuals from each of the 17 national labs to gather information on the GenAI initiatives, policies, guidance, and use cases. The majority of individuals who provided input were Laboratory CIOs, with some respondents being laboratory leads for AI initiatives. The questions used to gather this information are presented in appendix A. This appendix presents the results in two sections. The first section summarizes the responses to questions about policies, guidance, coordination, and initiatives associated with GenAI. The second section summarizes the use cases.

Initiatives, Coordination, Policy, and Guidance

Based on the responses provided, a member of the team developed a coding scheme to bin the responses into a few categories. Some individuals did not provide an answer to all questions, the overall number of responses (hence the percentages) may vary. Some of the responses to multiple questions were collapsed into a single response category, which is described below when relevant. The responses are summarized below and organized by the question posed.

Are there currently any Generative AI initiatives within the operations space at your laboratory?

![GENAI INITIATIVES FOR OPERATIONS](image)
Are you currently coordinating AI activities across the lab?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coordination Type</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ad hoc coordination</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some formal coordination</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal coordination with a defined process</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Who are you coordinating with external to the lab on Generative AI?
Note: responses to this question were combined with Identify other groups with whom you're collaborating, and the nature of the collaboration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coordination Type</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ad Hoc Coordination</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal Coordination</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Do you currently have any coordinated efforts to provide guidance to laboratory staff for Generative AI use in Operations?
Note: this question was combined with the question about research (below) because all the responses were the same for research and operations.

Do you currently have any coordinated efforts to provide guidance to laboratory staff for Generative AI use in Research?

![Laboratory Guidance for GenAI Use](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Guidance</th>
<th>We are working on Guidance</th>
<th>We have published guidance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Does your lab IT policy allow for any Generative AI tools to be used on lab computers and networks? If so, can you share any details about your policy?
Note that only one lab stated they have authorization to operate specific AI tools. Most of the open tools such as ChatGPT and Dall-E can be used with personal accounts, but there is not enterprise-wide availability.

![GenAI Use Policy](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>It is prohibited</th>
<th>We don't explicitly prohibit it</th>
<th>We allow it and encourage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>We allow it, but don't encourage it</th>
<th>50%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Do you have a defined process to review Generative AI research projects on the scientific side? E.g., LDRD, DOE and other agency proposal calls?

Note: this question was combined with How do you assess the Technical, Ethical, and Information Security aspects of the Generative AI portions of the research? Because the responses were similar.

Is there a standardized approach for proposing Generative AI projects and identifying needed resources, timelines, projected cost, group composition, etc.?
Do you regularly monitor for developing Generative AI initiatives to identify further opportunities to collaborate and/or coordinate?

**MONITORING FOR GENAI ACTIVITIES AND ADVANCES**

- No Monitoring: 23%
- Ad Hoc monitoring: 46%
- Specific group charged with monitoring: 31%

**Individual Lab Use Case Summary**

The data collected on existing and developing use cases across the NL Complex was analyzed to categorize the use cases, identify their scope of effect, and understand the degree to which commonalities exist between use cases. A total of 25 use cases were described and a summary of the analysis results is provided in the following charts.

**Use Case Category.** The use cases were categorized to stratify cases by those which generate new content (Content Development), summarize existing content for ease of consumption (Content Summarization), provide content validation against a set of criteria (Content Validation), and support real time control of systems and/or infrastructure (Real Time Control). The data were further categorized into detailed categories to provide an understanding of the specific applications.
**Scope, Modality, and Uniqueness:** The use cases were further analyzed to identify their scope of effect (single department benefit vs multi-department benefit), the type of content they generate or operate on (modality – text, image, etc.), and whether they are significantly similar in nature to other communicated use cases or represent unique solutions.
Appendix C. Example Use Cases

Example Use Case 1. AI-Driven Predictive Maintenance for Scientific Equipment at a National Lab

Objective
To achieve operational excellence by reducing equipment downtime, improving reliability, and maximizing utilization through AI-driven predictive maintenance.

Background
National Laboratories play a pivotal role in advancing scientific knowledge and innovation, housing complex and highly specialized scientific equipment essential for cutting-edge research. This equipment includes particle accelerators, which are used to study the fundamental properties of matter by accelerating subatomic particles to high speeds and observing their collisions; mass spectrometers, which allow scientists to analyze the composition of various substances at a molecular level; and supercomputers, which are critical for processing vast amounts of data, running complex simulations, and solving intricate computational problems that are beyond the capability of standard computers.

The efficient operation of these devices is crucial for the progress of numerous research areas of national importance. Particle accelerators, for instance, are fundamental in physics research and have applications in medicine and engineering. Mass spectrometers play a vital role in fields ranging from chemistry and biology to environmental science and pharmacology, enabling precise analysis that underpins significant scientific discoveries. Supercomputers, with their immense processing power, are indispensable in areas such as climate modeling, genomic analysis, and space exploration.

Consequently, the unexpected downtime of these devices can have far-reaching adverse impact. Research projects can face significant delays, disrupting the meticulous planning and coordination that goes into scientific experimentation and analysis. This not only hampers the progress of scientific discovery but can also lead to substantial financial losses. The costs associated with repairing and maintaining such sophisticated equipment are high, and any period of inactivity can mean a waste of valuable resources. Moreover, these delays and disruptions can impair the laboratory's ability to fulfill its national obligations. National Labs often undertake research that is critical to national security, energy sustainability, and technological advancement. Any setback in their research capabilities can have implications for the country's scientific leadership and preparedness in addressing global challenges. Therefore, ensuring the reliability and continuous operation of the equipment in National Labs is not just a matter of scientific efficiency but also of national importance.

Stakeholders
Lab Managers
Engineers
Research Scientists
IT Department
Maintenance Teams
Funding Agencies
Federal Oversight Committees
Current Scenario

- Maintenance activities are primarily reactive or scheduled based on manufacturer or design team recommendations.
- Unexpected breakdowns frequently interrupt mission-driven activities.
- Lack of real-time data on equipment conditions.
- High costs associated with emergency reactive maintenance and parts procurement.

Proposed Solution

- Data Collection: Install Internet of Things (IoT) sensors on critical scientific equipment to collect real-time data on temperature, vibration, utilization, and other relevant metrics.
- Data Aggregation: Use a centralized data lake to aggregate data from different sources.
- AI Model Development: Train machine learning algorithms on this data and historical maintenance records to predict potential failures or performance degradation.
- Predictive Alerts: Implement an alert system that notifies maintenance teams of potential issues before they become critical failures.
- Dashboards: Create real-time dashboards for stakeholders to monitor the health of scientific equipment and ongoing maintenance activities.
- Automated Reporting: Generate automated monthly reports highlighting the performance and efficiency improvements, including potential cost savings.
- Compliance and Security: Ensure that the system adheres to national security standards and other compliance requirements.

Expected Outcomes

- Reduction in unexpected equipment breakdown.
- Increase in equipment life span through timely maintenance.
- Decrease in operational costs by reducing emergency maintenance activities.
- Improved research output due to higher availability and reliability of scientific equipment.
- Data-driven decision-making capabilities for lab management.
- Reduction in the potential for ES&H incidents.
- Reduction in maintenance cost.

Risk Assessment

- Data Security: Ensuring the confidentiality and integrity of data collected.
- Technology Adaptation: Training staff to adapt to new maintenance procedures and technologies.

Conclusion

Implementing an AI-driven predictive maintenance system will significantly enhance the lab’s operational excellence. By adopting this approach, the lab will save on maintenance costs and significantly improve its research capabilities, thereby fulfilling its mission-driven obligations with agility and more efficiently.
Example Use Case 2. AI-Driven Sourcing and Tracking Supply Chain Inventory Procurement to Reduce Scope 3 GHG Emissions at National Laboratories

Objective
Streamline carbon footprint analysis for supply chain sourcing and transport to achieve net zero emissions from federal procurement by 2050.

Background
National Laboratories purchase a large diversity of products and equipment. However, while some purchases may be concentrated in specific providers, the purchasing power of the National Labs may result in a diffuse pool of sources, reducing the ability to influence supply chain manufacturers to produce carbon-free products and influence software company development for tracking product life-cycle Scope 3 Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions. Scope 3 GHG encompasses emissions that are the result of activities from assets not owned or controlled by the reporting organization, but that the organization indirectly affects in its value chain. The GHG Protocol defines 15 categories of scope 3 emissions, though not every category will be relevant to all organizations. From this associated list, the first four categories are relevant to this use case: purchased goods and services, capital goods, fuel and energy related activities, and upstream transportation and distribution. Because these sources are so broad and lack instrumentation for data collection, rigor, and fidelity, curating the database needed to create an AI library poses a great challenge. Other federal mandates directing Scope 1 and 2 emission reductions have a horizon goal of 2035. This can help the Scope 3 market as these other categories of Scope 1 and 2 will be the first reachable objectives for these companies. The Scope 1 emissions encompass their direct onsite emissions such as central plants or heating and cooling within their operational control. The Scope 2 emissions are associated with the electricity they purchase from their utility provider.

The President’s Executive Order 14057 directs the federal government to use its scale and procurement power to achieve net-zero emissions from overall federal operations by 2050, including a 65 percent emissions reduction by 2030. So, this mandate could be a driver in markets for vendors to begin creating GHG profiles to track. Recent Rocky Mountain Institute studies ascertain that the average supply chain GHG emissions are 5.5 times higher than the direct emissions from an organization’s own assets and operations. Therefore, more accurately measuring the organization’s supply chain carbon impacts would provide visibility and incentive for better purchasing decisions to meet the intent of federal mandates. AI can assist in supply chain sourcing, purchasing, and transport to reduce Scope 3 GHG emissions for an organization operational footprint by providing real-time data on supplier manufacturing, performance, and carbon emissions. AI can also help optimize transportation routes to reduce fuel consumption and emissions for product delivery.

Stakeholders
Sustainability Managers
Research Operations Managers
Building Engineers
Site Operations Project Managers
Procurement professionals
**Current Scenario**
Insufficient product and logistics information available to inform low-carbon procurement for goods and services, construction materials, and research and operations equipment. National Laboratory procurement departments handle these mandates through the inclusion of contractual clauses, but implementation is not tracked or measured to verify these requirements are being met. The lack of industry standards and tools does not enable full accounting processes.

**Proposed Solution**
Developing a procurement process workflow and identifying data collection categories are the first stages to address this problem.

**Task 1: Optimizing the procurement process.**
Collaborate with GSA current efforts for the Scope 3 community of practice with all federal agencies in aggregating buying power projections to forecast how budgetary dollars could be spent for the greatest GHG reduction. Provide input to their current high-level assessment and calculation methods.

**Task 2: Increasing accuracy by identifying criteria to capture the biggest value of GHG reductions.**
This criterion would provide the backbone for data collection for future AI analytics.

**Task 3: Investigate software development partners for platform analytic creation that could potentially be utilized across all federal agency procurement. DOE could establish a pilot use case before wider adoption. This pilot could also investigate how standards can be created to catalyze a unified approach.**

**Expected Outcomes**
Establishing preliminary approaches to understanding the functions of the supply chain logistics can decipher where the value lies to achieving a deeper carbon accounting operational footprint. Furthermore, through this lens resilience and vulnerability impacts pertaining to materials and manufacturing can be revealed to understand earlier and redirect efforts for acquisition to fulfill scientific and operations missions.

**Risk Assessment**
In assessing and influencing the DOE supply chain, gathering information on the direct supplier may not reach the actual manufacturer of a product (i.e. a supplier may not be the entity that actually creates the product). Tracking the full cycle of the supply chain is not transparent or easily achieved. So, it is critical to establish an approach where a boundary scope is written for each Scope 1 GHG emissions category of what will be identified and possible to include to get the entire life cycle. Digging deeper into the supply chain and direct sources of manufacturing is more difficult but provides a clearer picture of greenhouse impact and overall supply chain resilience. Without this in-depth look at providers, DOE may be under or overestimating the stability of the supply chain and the overall greenhouse impact of purchases.

**Conclusion**
These initial steps recommended in catalyzing a solution are important to establish processes, standards and values for the elements within the supply chain. By the time more fidelity is brought to curating a data library GHG emissions derived from Scope 1 and 2 will be reduced, so by 2050 there will already be reduced emissions embedded in the supply chain.
Example Use Case 3. AI-Assisted Acquisitions at the DOE National Labs for Optimized Use of Federal Dollars

Background
The DOE National Labs have a combined annual operating cost of $17.5 billion (FY19). The laboratories’ missions are best achieved with an efficient use of these dollars. Using the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) BuySmarter initiative as a model and the wealth of data that is already available at the laboratories, there are opportunities for the DOE laboratories to optimize their research and development expenditures. In response to Executive Memo M-17-22 tasking DHHS “to consider government-wide contracts for common goods and services to save money, avoid wasteful and redundant contracting actions, and free-up acquisition staff to accelerate procurements for high-priority mission work,” DHHS started a BuySmarter initiative to modernize its $24 billion annual spending. BuySmarter is a “data-driven strategy...leveraging the power of artificial intelligence and e-commerce solutions to modernize the entire procurement experience.” Working with the company NOLIJ Consulting, an AI tool was developed to compare 2 million contracts, schedules and public price lists to make acquisitions with lower pricing (e.g., comparing prices), better terms, and utilize economies of scale. Savings across DHHS are projected to be $720 million per year. The procurement process can be faster allowing personnel to focus on more mission critical work. The developed AI tool was used by DHHS during the COVID pandemic to overcome supply chain issues encountered in many sectors, making the agency more adept at achieving its mission.

Stakeholders
Acquisitions Professionals
Budget and Finance Staff
All Staff who use Acquired Commodities

Current Scenario
Generally, acquisitions are not coordinated across the National Lab complex, and perhaps not even within each National Lab. Yet, there is extensive data that is available at all the National Labs from prior acquisitions. The wealth of this information means it cannot be efficiently and collectively considered for each subsequent acquisition. The acquisitions process can be time consuming, is subject to many federal regulations, and may hinder the missions of the laboratories due to delays or supply chain problems.

Proposed Solution
Use the DHHS BuySmarter Playbook and the “Government Services Administration Multiple Award Schedule Contract” to acquire the AI tool from Nolij Consulting. Implement an initiative across the National Lab-complex similar to the DHHS BuySmarter Initiative, whereby labs participate in data sharing to build up the AI tool using all available non-classified procurement-related documents (contracts, schedules, historical acquisitions records). Generate training materials so that these tools can be used effectively across the National Lab complex. Much of the data needed to accomplish this use case is already available, albeit not necessarily in a format that can be directly used to generate the AI model. As the data are available, elements of Use Case 2 can be integrated directly into the AI tool to incorporate carbon footprint into purchasing decisions.
**Expected Outcomes**

- Reduce personnel time to complete purchase and end-to-end procurement process.
- Monetary savings from data-driven AI-assisted decision making.
- Improved stewardship of federal resources with better terms and conditions.
- Reduce supply-chain issues.
- Savings directed to mission objectives.

**Risk Assessment**

Success requires the laboratories to work together in sharing data; if using a commercial vendor to develop the AI tool, the labs have less control over the tool and its development and maintenance, which may make the complex very reliant on a particular vendor. A poorly developed or maintained AI tool could reduce efficiencies in acquisitions and waste resources. This may jeopardize buy-in from the stakeholders that implementing AI strategies will improve processes.

**Conclusion**

The procurement process will be faster allowing acquisitions and research personnel to focus on more mission critical work. Monetary savings from acquisitions will allow the labs to more effectively use research and development dollars. The laboratories won’t face some of the supply chain issues that were encountered during the pandemic and afterwards. The laboratories will be more prepared for mission accomplishment for current security needs and future times of crises.
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Appendix E. GenAI Challenges to Consider

Data Privacy and Security: High-impact AI applications often require large datasets that may contain sensitive or classified information. Ensuring the privacy and security of this data while making it accessible for AI training and deployment is a significant challenge.

Ethical Considerations: AI technologies can potentially be misused or lead to unintended consequences, such as biased decision-making. Addressing ethical concerns like fairness, transparency, and accountability is vital but challenging.

Technical Complexity: Building advanced AI algorithms capable of handling the intricate operations and scientific research activities in National Labs involves sophisticated machine learning models. These are complex to develop, train, and maintain.

Integration with Existing Systems: Many National Labs have legacy systems that are not designed to integrate easily with advanced AI technologies. Retrofitting these existing infrastructures to accommodate new AI applications can be challenging and costly.

Resource Allocation: Developing high-impact AI solutions requires significant investments in terms of hardware, software, and human expertise. Balancing these resource demands with existing projects and priorities is challenging.

Interdisciplinary Collaboration: High-impact AI applications in National Labs often require collaboration between domain experts, data scientists, and policymakers. Facilitating effective cross-disciplinary communication and collaboration can be challenging.

Scalability: While a proof-of-concept might work on a small scale, scaling the AI application to meet the demands of the entire National Laboratory complex is a daunting task that involves various logistical and technical hurdles.

Regulatory and Compliance Issues: Given that National Labs often work on government-funded projects, they are subject to a myriad of regulations. Ensuring that AI applications comply with all relevant laws and guidelines is a significant challenge.

Validation and Verification: Ensuring that the AI models are accurate and reliable for scientific research or operational use involves rigorous testing and validation, which is both time-consuming and resource intensive.

Skill Gap: There may be a lack of necessary skills and expertise within the existing workforce to develop, manage, and interpret AI applications. This necessitates extensive training or hiring of new talent, which can be challenging.
Governance to Accelerate CLEAN Energy RD&D

Michelle Slovensky (NREL), Joe Stoffa (NETL), and Sibendu Som (ANL)

- **What:** The National Labs have extraordinary signature capabilities that, when connected and more visible to each other, could further accelerate innovation in transforming clean energy.
- **Why:** Sustainable, scalable clean energy is an urgent challenge for our time, and we are eager to share progress and learnings with each other across the Complex (and with industry) in concrete ways and in real-time.
- **How:** Pilot the concept of a “virtual clean energy demonstration complex” that allows all National Labs and DOE to swiftly collaborate on the highest priority breakthroughs and to exhibit the most promising solutions for adoption and deployment.

**Overview**

This think-piece investigates the implementation of a virtual demonstration complex to rapidly advance technologies and adoption through an evolved governance structure and operational deployment, utilizing the real-world setting of National Lab campuses. The DOE National Labs are driving clean energy technology discovery, but acceleration for deployment, scalability and commercialization is critical for transforming the energy sector and mitigating climate change. The World Economic Forum estimates the global population forecast to rise to nine billion by 2040, and current climate challenges will only become amplified. For global communities there is deep uncertainty about the magnitude, timescale and precise location of climate impacts which compounds the challenge of making informed decisions and investment commitments on how to best respond. The public sector, engaged in stewardship to achieve community resilience and stability, is looking to the science and industry sector to innovate and produce solutions for the global clean energy transition.

In the *Net Zero by 2050*, International Energy Agency’s (IEA) roadmap for the global energy sector, most CO₂ emissions reductions through 2030 are primarily achieved through technologies on the market today such as solar PV, wind, and electric vehicles. However, in 2050 almost half of the emissions reductions forecasted are not from technologies available in the market today. Innovation in hydrogen, CCUS (Carbon Capture Utilization and Storage), geothermal, bioenergy, and nuclear must be in development within this decade to bring to the market in time to meet consumption growth and avert the worst impact of climate change. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) states today’s overall investment in clean energy innovation is increasing, but only gradually – far too slowly to meet our challenges head on. DOE’s 17 National Laboratories have DOE program success and global acknowledgement in establishing significant signature capabilities that can be aggregated and optimized. The National Laboratory complex has been originated to achieve such a monumental challenge and consequential delivery which can then lessen the variety of challenges utilities and the energy manufacturing industry faces in catalyzing innovation and deploying practicable solutions rapidly.
National Labs can individually utilize their campus footprints as technology proving grounds. Coordinating the many National Labs, partnered with emerging technologies in the private sector, as demonstration sites will address the significant gap on how to integrate technologies into complex operational environments. The goal is to unlock larger system solutions and contribute more innovation along the entire energy value chain. Addressing and quantifying the integration challenges and operational readiness can drive the maturity of the technology. In aggregation and coupled through an operational lens, National Labs collaborating on larger joint technology demonstrations offer greater deployment, scalability, and commercialization impacts. Enabling connected research test beds within the National Laboratory complex via DOE’s Energy Science Network OSCAR on a shared architectural platform could enrich data collection for DOE’s Artificial Intelligence libraries, accelerate the evolution through DOE’s Technology Readiness Levels, bridge multiple DOE applied technology programs, and increase collaboration with industry partners. Aligned with the recent introduction of DOE Office of Technology Transitions and Office of Clean Energy Demonstrations’ Commercial Adoption Readiness Assessment Tool (CARAT), the approach envisioned in this think-piece could further enable progress towards adoption readiness and help identify additional development viability criteria.

![Fig 1: Proposed Virtual Demonstration Complex](image1)

![Fig 2: Depicts the volume of data* moved across ESnet in 2022 between the top 40 pairs of national labs.](image2)

For this initiative to be realized several critical actions are to be considered by the National Laboratory Directors Council (NLDC). Although signature capabilities exist at each lab, optimization of these resources can be delivered beyond singular intent. Capturing the benefit of their collective and unique use requires the establishment of a new group at each laboratory so that organizationally a team of subject matter experts can enable the creation, partnering and operation of this new virtual demonstration complex. This ‘complex’ will host a consortium to select initiatives to investigate a significant mission and energy transformation challenge, facilitate group exchange, collaborate internally to DOE program areas and externally with industry partners and academia. An approach to shaping a governance structure is considered below to establish the demonstration complex along with processes for the intake of mission
program challenges. Lastly, for this initiative to be successful it necessitates an official and dedicated program sponsor within the DOE complex. As a starting point, the NLDC could support the hosting and facilitation of a workshop with DOE complex leadership to explore this conceptual idea into a tangible initiative.

**Process**

A) **Cultivating the Concept**

Our journey began with discussion amongst our cohort colleagues to elevate priority topic areas. From there our collective group was able to form synergies of thought around optimization, efficiency, human capital, and collaboration to enable our National Laboratory complex reach for greater achievements. Our trio translated these themes into the need for a virtual venue to connect the significant capabilities within the DOE complex and elevate for commercial maturity to decarbonize the global community. Over the course of the last 11 months, we have engaged with multiple advisors representing diverse perspectives. Through the investigation of this think piece, we obtained a deeper understanding of the DOE complex and the challenges it faces, but most importantly we sincerely enjoyed the journey to reflect on the possibilities.

- This mentorship ensemble included a DOE Field Office Director, S3 senior advisor, current executive vice president of multi-lab management and operations contractor, National Laboratory director, associate laboratory director, Energy Futures Initiatives Foundation author, several OSELP alumni, and senior National Laboratory research fellows.

- Each of these conversations delivered meaningful insight and support in evolving the concept. These discussions navigated and illuminated DOE organizational structures, interactions with other branches of government, congressional processes and appropriations, DOE program directives to the laboratories, technology readiness levels and adoption readiness levels for technology maturity and deployment, vulnerabilities for industry in bridging the gap from research to commercialization, funding sources and mechanisms, enhanced multi-lab collaboration and past consortium initiatives to highlight a few.

B) **Discovery at National Laboratory Site Visits**

From our visits to multiple National Labs, it was clear that collaborations between labs are prevalent for multiple large-scale problems of importance to the nation (some examples discussed below). It was also evident that labs have indeed developed complimentary expertise to support different program offices at DOE. Some examples of applied research driving fundamental research and vice versa were also seen. Vignettes about the use of large-scale user facilities that have changed our understanding of fundamental science and scientific discovery were inspiring. However, to accelerate the pace of innovation, it was clear that the National Laboratory complex needs to tighten collaboration, reduce overlap, and ensure that technologies developed have a clear path to commercialization to accelerate administration’s decarbonization goals.

C) **National Laboratory Models**
Several models within the DOE system were investigated to understand how a virtual demonstration complex could learn from their successes and challenges to inform an example governance structure, processes, determine initiatives to pursue, integration and collaboration from multi-lab research expertise, hardware/software/network connectivity, program management, disbursement of funding and meeting DOE program objectives. These examples represent singularly focused efforts, and our challenge is to incorporate the value of each to create a more comprehensive ecosystem. Please see Appendix C for examples.

**D) Synergies with findings of Energy Futures Initiative**

On November 8th, 2023, the Energy Futures Initiative (EFI) Foundation published a report on “Transforming the Energy Innovation Enterprise,” which focuses on “Enhancing the Pace, Agility, Effectiveness, and Efficiency of the U.S. Department of Energy Management Structures and Processes.” In this section we will highlight where a virtual demonstration complex could support structural changes proposed in the EFI report.

The EFI report highlights “moving the next generation of energy technologies more quickly through the innovation pipeline” (p. 12), and the virtual complex described in this white paper could directly address the recommendation to “establish a new technology-neutral fast track program to accelerate the mid-stage of the energy innovation process by funding the scale-up of promising technologies,” though in the case of a virtual demonstration complex the initial stage of the “learn by doing” loop would occur virtually. The EFI report states that “such a program could be initiated as a pilot effort, depending upon the level of funding, and expanded as experience is gained.”

With respect to maturing and commercializing technology, the EFI report makes a recommendation to “Expand National Laboratory test bed facilities to enable industry to test new technologies in a standardized setting, enabling industry to innovate faster and more efficiently,” and that “This concept would expand upon the current evolving Lab-embedded partnership programs” (p.14) The virtual complex outlined in this think piece does fit this description, and could provide shorter timescale access to National Laboratory resources and expertise, representing a win-win scenario for public-private partnerships.

Finally, the EFI report recommends that “OCED should work with National Laboratories to establish teams of National Laboratory experts to provide independent science and engineering support for DOE-funded demonstration projects and capture the learning by doing from these projects to inform future DOE RD&D activities.” (p. 39) A virtual demonstration complex would serve as a center of expertise for technology development and maturation, including analysis functions such as lifecycle analysis, techno-economic analysis, and market analysis.

**E) Capturing Value through Use Case Examples**

The success for maturing the evolution and application scale of clean energy technologies requires assessing its role and performance within different ecosystem deployment scenarios. We have identified two use case scales where technological development correlates directly with its spatial scale of use. The virtual demonstration complex can evaluate early TRL to reconcile its potential and viability in order to
proceed with future stages of development. The gap from late TRL to commercial viability for market adoption surfaces many vulnerabilities that can be a tipping point to limiting its introduction and longevity. Increasing opportunities for deeper assessment in operational settings can reveal interoperability challenges thereby de-risking its deployment path. Please see Appendix B for examples.

Challenges
A) Optimize Integration Between DOE Branch Offices
The DOE complex encompasses capable professionals dedicated to the implementation of DOE’s prime directives and White House administrative objectives. DOE’s current organizational structure can support current administrative and congressional objectives but to enable the audacious challenges to national security and the clean energy transformation a shift towards creating fluidity between the branch offices is critical. As historically demonstrated by past events to end WWII and most recently address the key challenges in responding the COVID-19 threat a DOE Team Science approach is essential to achieve scientific breakthroughs that would not be attainable simply by additive efforts.

Considering current branch office functions some actions could be taken to optimize outcomes. Creating a symbiotic relationship between directorates can catalyze action and remove current barriers. For instance, the S3 office, recently established with new authority, needs to utilize mission areas within the S4 office for successful deployment to fulfill Congressional IRA funding implementation. The S4 office has program capabilities to develop mission science but needs to support leveraging for deployment to bridge the maturity gap so industry partners can accelerate commercialization. If silos of excellence continue to remain stove-piped then advances are handicapped. Processes outside the DOE organizational structure also hamper advancement. Modifications for the execution of funding mechanisms and oversight can unlock opportunities for creativity and remove existing territorial behavior. Additionally, DOE can enhance working relationships so OMB can widen their perspective and evaluation.

B) Optimize Processes to Overcome Current Administrative and Funding Challenges
DOE support of RD&D can produce an impact when technologies can be commercialized within the time and budgetary constraints of their supporting program. While technical viability, economic attractiveness, and environmental benefit are pre-requisites for successful deployment, they do not guarantee it. Under optimal conditions, National Laboratories provide an opportunity to decrease both the time and private-sector budget necessary to reach commercialization when strategically combined with other RD&D mechanisms. These temporal and budgetary advantages, as enabled within the context of a virtual demonstration complex, will be explored below.
1) **RD&D timelines**

- Progress can be modeled as the advancement made during one iteration (an individual project) multiplied by the number of iterations (unique projects executed).
- If serial in nature, the pace of innovation is limited by how quickly an RD&D effort can identify the critical unknowns, develop a scope, or work to address the unknowns, and execute that scope of work.
- National Laboratories have an inherent “pace of innovation” advantage from their capability to turn program funds into RD&D via Field Work Proposals on the timescale of months, whereas turning program funds into extramural RD&D requires twelve to eighteen months through vehicles such as financial assistance.
- For mid-level technology readiness levels (TRL) RD&D, this advantage would be multiplied by a virtual demonstration complex as early operational data, digital twins, grid simulation, and off nominal scenarios could be simulated earlier in the technology development cycle, allowing a program to determine which questions need more quickly answered. There are always issues discovered at the engineering and pilot scale when a technology is tested on non-idealized process streams and connected to balance of plant equipment subject to failure, off-nominal operation, and unexpected external upsets. It is envisioned that some of these issues could be identified upon testing in a virtual venue, enabling more mature engineering and pilot scale testing, which could significantly reduce a commercialization timeline as compared to physical testing with conventional grants and cooperative agreements.

2) **Programmatic perspective**

- National Laboratories can be more cost-effective than private-sector recipients of grants and cooperative agreements under some conditions (even excluding the time-value of money point raised previously). Due to the nature of the funding opportunity announcement evaluation and selection process, it is often necessary to select multiple recipients to increase the probabilities of a successful RD&D outcome or it is necessary to select recipients that must develop a competency or tool they currently lack. In the context of a virtual demonstration complex, the capability to direct RD&D with a known entity that has demonstrated the tools and competence necessary to execute the project alleviates some of these concerns.
- A virtual complex is particularly attractive when combined with the techno-economic analysis (TEA) and lifecycle analysis (LCA) expertise present within the National Lab system, as this synergy allows for independent economic and environmental impact data, allowing programs to more quickly determine whether the expected economic and environmental benefits of a particular technology remain positive as scale increases. Having this knowledge earlier in the RD&D timeline provides programs with more options to either adjust programmatic goals or reorder programmatic priorities prior to engineering or pilot scale tests.
**Recommendations**

We have shaped our recommendations in response to the considerations investigated and identified in the pursuit of grounding our conceptual idea into a tangible initiative. We present three aspects to further its feasibility and action with DOE.

**A) Exploring a Governance Structure for the Virtual Demonstration Complex**

Throughout the National Laboratory complex successful multi-lab collaborations are occurring to meet clean energy transformation challenges but they conclude and future efforts to replicate and aggregate are absent. There are several consortiums established that link multiple project efforts around a singularly focused DOE program but are functioning for a set timeline. For each of these instances different organizational structures are defined and the speed to launch each new venture has slow traction. In many DOE FOAs efforts are always emphasized for research teams to replicate and scale efforts across the complex to increase efficiency, productivity, and delivery value. But these are collections of projects that are not creating a venue where the pipeline is repeatable with scalable results. Exploring the establishment of a Virtual Demonstration Complex could provide DOE with this mechanism.

This will require thoughtful consideration in forming a governance structure that is program agnostic, enables bridging DOE Complex challenges, spans multiple mission sectors, conducts efficient processes for the use of signature assets, and accelerates the awarding and conducting of the work. The importance of this governance structure will also safeguard that the decision-making processes remain structured, transparent, and focused on the objectives prioritized by a DOE advisory board and an industry council. This venue will also capture the ability to better deploy operational and process effectiveness and enhance project management and delivery. Upon reviewing current consortiums active within the DOE Complex, we offer an example framework that incorporates enhancements for DOE leadership to consider. Please see Appendix A for description of roles for this example framework.

![Figure 6: Example Framework for Governance Structure](image-url)
B) Optimize Administrative, Timeline and Funding Processes
It is envisioned that a virtual demonstration complex could add several cycles of value along the pathway to commercialization, including at the engineering scale, pilot scale, and demonstration scale. The budget for demonstrations through some offices (e.g., OCED) is quite sizable, and even modest improvements in equipment layout/design and operating conditions could represent tens of millions in savings in addition to potential time savings.

A virtual demonstration complex allows:
- DOE to demonstrate the value of a particular technology or approach to the private sector, which could support the DOE perspectives that are relayed through such documents as the Pathways to Commercial Liftoff.
- DOE to better understand a recipient’s constraints and limitations, which can inform a program on their influences and, if possible, address those concerns through RD&D or policy earlier in the developmental timeline.

A virtual demonstration complex could:
- encourage data sharing, as disparate participating offices may be delineated by fuel type (e.g. nuclear, renewables, fossil energy) but have interest in similar end uses (e.g. high temperature electrolysis or conversion of CO2 into algae).
- improve the stove-piping of data that can occur under organizational paradigms.
- enable a combined data repository such that disparate data on related projects could inform programs that are not housed in the DOE office where the data was first created. This is especially timely in the need to create a complex data library to position DOE’s achievement in the generative AI emerging capabilities.

C) Potential Mission Applications
As National Laboratories our collective directive is to address DOE’s core mission in energy, science, national security, and environmental stewardship. Each of our laboratories contribute specific core competencies, unique facilities, and research teams representing an array of disciplines to push the boundaries of science, engineering, and technology. The virtual demonstration complex provides the venue for DOE to address the complex’s most pressing challenges. Below we list priority categories DOE consider as a starting point to create a pilot to demonstrate proof of concept and ultimately have a mechanism for continued success in areas where performance must be expedited to uphold congressional commitments and appropriations funding timelines.

- Venue to accelerate the disbursement of congressional appropriation funds – The Bipartisan Infrastructure Law, the CHIPS & Science Act and Infrastructure Reinvestment Act have overlapping priorities and together introduce $2 trillion in new federal spending over the next ten years. The Office of Clean Energy Demonstration can use this virtual demonstration complex to accelerate awards for FOAs to conduct the research deployment and meet its congressional funding obligations within dictated timelines.
Energy Earthshots Initiative – accelerates breakthroughs of more abundant, affordable, and reliable clean energy solutions within the decade. Some of these initiatives could be ideal candidates to arrive at the solution points of the most challenging technical problems.

Inventory of R&D ready for commercial partners to activate.

D) Host and Facilitate a Workshop with DOE Office Leadership

Our think piece trio would like to evolve this concept into a tangible initiative beyond the presentation to the NLDC. We would like to receive approval from the NLDC to convene a working group to create a vision and agenda to facilitate a workshop with DOE leadership. This workshop venue can catalyze sharing and promotion of the virtual demonstration complex concept with DOE for the objective to bridge the four program offices objectives to enhance delivery impact. In addition to the three of us, this working group could include interested National Laboratory directors, OSELP alumni, key researchers from applied programs, OTT directors, research operation directors and DOE field directors. A suggested agenda could include five categories crucial to materializing the virtual demonstration complex.

- Governance Structure - explore a typology framework
- Mission Use Case - identify a working group for conducting a pilot
- Partnership Vehicle- create an umbrella CRADA
- Industry Access - socialize a patent R&D library
- Collaboration- apply a change management approach

We appreciate the NLDC’s support in our professional development and dedicated time to review and consider our think piece concepts.
APPENDIX A
Description of Roles for Governance Structure

DOE Sponsor
The Secretary, Deputy Secretary, and Under Secretaries will determine which branch office will spearhead this new organizational program empowering the support, resources, and leadership authority to be successful.

DOE Executive Director
DOE Sponsor’s designated executive will direct, manage, and deliver the virtual demonstration complex activities according to the strategic direction of the DOE Advisory Board. This executive director will be advised by the Industry Council to inform the DOE Advisory Board of external drivers that influence or shape the needs for the transformation of a clean energy society. This individual will lead the culture and institutional climate to empower all individuals contributing to the organization. Responsible for communicating requests to DOE sponsor and managing funding resources for the program.

DOE Advisory Board
Should comprise leadership from S2, S3, S4 and S5 offices to set priorities and determine mission challenges.

Industry Council
A membership body composed of clean energy industry companies developing technologies to transform energy systems for a smarter, cleaner future. They inform the Executive Director of challenges and opportunities that are essential to clean energy manufacturing, industrial efficiency, decarbonization, scalable solutions, consumer adoption, policy development and growing the nation’s clean energy economy.

National Laboratory Technical Director
Oversees and coordinates the National Laboratories OTT directors and CRADA partners, aggregate signature capabilities and assets to define coordinated research activities for a given mission directive. Key personnel in assisting the Executive Director to administer procedures, roles and division of responsibilities for repeatable initiative delivery and objective success.

National Laboratory Operational Director
Oversees and coordinates the core program teams represented by each National Laboratory to assemble a given mission directive. Responsible for consistency in program management execution, coordination with ESnet User Facility, and disbursement of funding resources. Key personnel in assisting the Executive Director to administer procedures, roles, and division of responsibilities for repeatable initiative delivery and objective success.

National Laboratory OTT Offices
Works with industry candidates to create CRADAs that will fulfill given mission directives. Key stakeholders will bridge and nurture relationships to evolve TRL technologies for commercialization.
National Laboratory Core Program Teams

This group is a hybrid of permanent staff comprising researchers, analysts, and mission operations subject matter expertise. These very capable individuals have a deep and broad command of diverse clean energy technology areas to represent the most proficient integrators. They will also disseminate peer-to-peer learning to catalyze deeper collaboration and increase knowledge gained amongst the 17 core program teams. Each core program team will have a lead representative for the identification of personnel, characterization and promotion of capabilities, tools, technical resources, and strategic interests for each lab’s participation.
APPENDIX B
Capturing Value Through Use Case Examples

1) Exploring solutions for Sustainable Aviation Fuel:

DOE together with other agencies has released the SAF grand challenge which is primarily focused on SAF production and scale-up. SAFs are critical for decarbonizing the aviation sector. Multiple labs together with partner agencies like FAA, NASA, etc., have critical expertise towards ensuring that sufficient testing is performed so that certified SAF adoption can be de-risked. The Technology scale investigates the evolution of bringing a product to a market sector. The picture below illustrates an array of National Laboratory signature capabilities and fellow federal agencies that are investigating different development stages critical for the delivery of SAFs.

![Technology Scale: Decarbonizing Aviation & Power Generation](image)

Fig 3: Ideation through production can be investigated in this virtual environment

2) Exploring solutions for Direct Carbon Capture (DAC):

Because DAC is intended to remove already emitted CO₂ from the atmosphere it can be deployed anywhere. However, driving technology maturity for DAC may not just be about the singular purpose in the development of equipment. Enabling more synergistic and effective research advancement interaction with other environmental inputs could drive a different approach outside the typical research laboratory. Investigating how DAC could function within the built environment necessitates more diverse inputs that influence technology maturity. Incorporating more sensored data representative to a multitude of interoperability processes can increase our understanding of their functional and performance contribution to create system level responses.
Below we illustrate a scenario question for the development of a DAC technology that will reduce Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions. It can not only perform that role but be synergistic with HVAC units to reduce energy at a building level scale. When coupled with the addition of digital twin data that measures building’s real-time performance/GHG and the measured levels of atmospheric GHG data (obtained through satellite feeds from NASA’s Orbital Carbon Observatory) in that specific location (utilizing NREL’s STM campus) we can understand how effective the DAC is in removing CO₂ levels and how efficient the HVAC technologies are reducing CO₂ consumption. Having more intelligence into the operations and impacts of real-world settings the data collected is increasing richer understanding for the technology to be responsive.
Fig 5: Ideation through production can be investigated in this virtual environment
APPENDIX C
National Laboratory Models

DOE Super Lab 2.0 was deployed at NREL in 2023 combining Advanced Research on Integrated Energy Systems (ARIES) capabilities with a controllable grid interface, digital real-time simulator, and renewables and ESnet’s OSCAR service that provides secure and synchronous data exchange. It targets the demonstration of 10,000 interconnected devices between DOE National Labs, which serves as a precedent to a fully interconnected lab complex. This venue investigates energy system research that leverages unique assets and expertise at multiple labs to evaluate scenarios that reflect the complexity of the modern and evolving energy grid to address challenges at utility scale applications. The operational tectonics of this installation approach serves as a replicable model where in the virtual demonstration complex other sector challenges can be explored such as carbon capture management, sustainable aviation fuels, and distributed energy districts to produce technology solutions that become components in these system topic ecosystems.

From Theory to Practice
In January 2023, NREL and INL demonstrated a unique hybrid power plant connected by high-speed network bring renewables and nuclear together. This unique installation virtually linked a solar array, lithium-ion battery, hydrogen electrolyzers, and a nuclear reactor in real time.

“Innovation without implementation is merely an idea, but at-scale validation is the bridge that makes ideas a reality”, stated ARIES team lead Rob Hovsapian, “the engine that powers this evolution, connecting multiple assets and de-risking complex energy systems for faster adoption of novel clean energy technologies.” This installation allowed our two National Laboratories to study energy systems that are currently not in existence. This model is extendable to establishing the virtual demonstration complex to investigate other clean energy pursuits that are significant challenges.

DOE Grid Modernization Laboratory Consortium was established in 2014 and convened 13 labs to collaborate in the efficient use of resources, shared networks, knowledge transfer, enhanced lab coordination, and regional perspective and relationships with local stakeholders and industry. The focus
was on modernizing the nation’s grid through eighty-eight projects managed by the National Laboratories. Funding was released through DOE’s Grid Modernization Initiative. This model represents proven collective results and an effective venue for multiple labs contributing their significant capabilities to a larger research effort to result in a more holistic approach to modern grid development. Through our interviews it was conveyed that there was a rocky beginning due to territorial behavior. This is not a surprise but that reinforces the need for the executive director to be agnostic and apply a change management approach from the beginning to set expectations.

**DOE Net Zero World Initiative** was formed and announced at COP26 in 2021. Its directive is to partner with global countries to harness the power and expertise of the DOE complex, state department, philanthropic groups, and academia to scale up clean energy deployment and investment. This focuses specifically on the countries looking to implement their climate ambition pledges and translate those goals into technology road maps and investment strategies. This venue is more for climate diplomacy, analytic assessment, and financing for deployment of existing technologies versus the discovery and advancement of new technology solutions. This example offers how the National Laboratories were aggregated together contributing signature or core capabilities to apply to clean energy use in buildings, industry, electric power, transportation and agricultural sectors. The governance structure produced teams at each laboratory and activated depending on use cases needed with each individual country.

**DOE HPC4 Energy Innovation** was established in 2015 to partner with industry by leveraging world-class computational resources at the National Labs for materials and manufacturing development. Many successes were achieved in addressing manufacturing challenges in steel and aluminum, jet turbine design, advanced materials for light weight and high temperature, high corrosion applications and chemical processing. This linked mission science capabilities from eleven National Laboratories and utilizes 22 computational resource systems from nine National Laboratories. Key to evolving the technical solutions needed in the virtual demonstration complex is how simulation and emulation platforms and data processing can...
occur to answer key research questions. This venue also exemplified how early research applications were evolved for commercial partnership technology maturity.

"DOE National Virtual Biotechnology Laboratory (NVBL) was established in 2020 through funding obtained by the CARES Act. NVBL is a consortium of DOE National Laboratories each contributing a core capability relevant to the threats posed by COVID-19. It virtually links other DOE user facilities, including light and neutron sources, nanoscale science centers, sequencing and bio-characterization facilities, and high-performance computer facilities, to address the key challenges in responding the COVID-19 threat. This model represents the DOE’s ability to fabricate a venue in crisis to an existential threat by linking the labs signature capabilities in a virtual venue. Relevant to this application was the production innovation in materials and advanced manufacturing that mitigated shortages in test kits and personal protective equipment. It is also a successful example in creating partnerships with other federal agencies such as the department of health and human services, Department of Defense, and Federal Drug Administration and external partnerships such as Coca-Cola, Thermo Fisher Scientific, BioMedInnovations, and municipalities. The proposed virtual demonstration complex needs to investigate scaling challenges to deliver clean energy technologies to market working with industry and other federal agencies contributing subject matter expertise."
Becoming Better Together: Advancing a Sense of Belonging in the National Laboratories

Mark Barnes (SRNL), Lorena Basilio (SNLs), Elizabeth Hong-Geller (LANL), Wibe Albert de Jong (LBL), Alistair Rogers (BNL), Josh Schaidle (NREL), Elizabeth Wheeler

With input from: National Laboratory Chief Diversity Officers, National Laboratory Ombuds, The Director of the DOE Office of Scientific Workforce Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion, The Deputy Director of the DOE Office of Diversity, Equity, Inclusion and Accessibility, Representatives from the Cohort 5 DEI think piece.

Each National Laboratory has core values that guide the execution of its respective mission and that seek to create a sense of belonging for its employees. However, to move from core values to a culture with a resilient and sustainable focus on Diversity (D), Equity (E), and Inclusion (I) we need to provide our employees with the necessary tools and training. We identified some best practices, and recommend that individual Laboratories consider adopting these DEI best practices to equip our workforce with the tools they need to translate their Lab’s core values into an embedded and sustainable culture that supports a sense of belonging across our National Lab complex (Figure 1).

Increasing the sense of belonging within the National Labs is not just important from the standpoint of equity but is key to unlocking the full potential of the National Lab system—a lack of diversity stifles innovation. Diverse, equitable, and inclusive workplaces are important considerations for recruiting and retaining the next generation of National Lab employees, a challenge that will be exacerbated by demographic change that will increase competition for graduating students. If National Labs fail to create respectful workplaces, they risk losing a generation of talent. The incivility that flourishes in poor workplace cultures also decreases work effort, work quality, focus, performance, and commitment.

While National Labs cannot always compete with the private sector on salary and benefits, they can compete on mission and culture. If we don’t create respectful, civil, inclusive workplaces where people can be successful whilst being their authentic self, the National Labs risk losing their relevance and the mission will suffer.

Our DEI Journey across all 17 DOE National Laboratories

The DOE has a DEI strategic plan for the complex, and the National Labs have their own strategies in alignment with this plan. Similar to our collective, and individual safety cultures—as highlighted by the previous OSELP cohort’s discussion on this topic—DEI can be, and is being, embedded at all levels in some of the National Laboratories. Currently, ten Office of Science Labs include DEI accountability on their
**performance appraisals.** One recurring theme we saw that helps spread this cultural change was the value and impact of employee resource groups (ERGs). Whether they were providing a voice to employees to discuss critical matters, developing documents to help guide and educate the workforce\(^{10}\), creating DEI case studies, assisting leadership with communication, or just providing psychologically safe places of belonging, these groups should be supported and leveraged to ensure the National Labs are listening to their employees, and developing cultures of inclusivity and belonging. Continuing to learn from each other and sharing best practices, as exemplified by the first DOE ERG Summit,\(^{11}\) is a critical step in building sustainable DEI efforts. The resources available to ERGs varied widely among the Labs. **We recommend greater funding to support ERGs, including resources to support employees’ time.** Further expanding access to funding beyond ERGs could enable employees to increase their engagement in DEI activities and reduce barriers to making meaningful contributions.

**Key Challenges**

**Resilience**

The visible and centralized structure that supports DEI initiatives at most National Laboratories can easily be taken for granted but could be quickly dismantled following change in organizational or political leadership. This vulnerability threatens current progress, and ultimately jeopardizes the mission of our National Labs. We believe there is a need to decentralize DEI efforts within the National Labs and to develop an undisputable framing for DEI that enables people across the political spectrum to recognize and support the value of a workplace that is respectful for all employees.

**Promotion**

Although current efforts underway at the National Laboratories move beyond compliance and towards a focus on improving culture\(^{12,13,14}\), individual and institutional biases still exist in our workplaces\(^{15}\). These biases favor the retention and promotion of privileged groups and disadvantage underrepresented groups—the cultural and structural barriers to participation are not experienced equally (Figure 2). It is critical to identify the gaps and barriers in our processes and to integrate policies and procedures that promote DEI in our workplace. In fact, DEI efforts are actually at odds with many existing institutional structures as these efforts compel us to challenge existing policies and procedures. Promoting and embedding DEI throughout our Laboratories will be critical as we strive to build a culture of belonging. Studies have shown that a sense of belonging is a key indicator of a successful DEI program, and that organizations with a high sense of belonging have more engaged employees and have higher retention rates\(^{7,16}\). **We recommend an examination of systems, policies and processes, and the integration of DEI throughout Laboratory operations.**

**Culture**

**Code of Conduct**
There is a grey space between acceptable behavior, and actions that are illegal or that would typically result in disciplinary action. Behavior in this grey space has an outsized influence on culture, and can set the tone for an organization if left unchecked. We believe the use of Codes of Conduct, also called Workplace Expectations or Norms for Respectful Behavior, can improve discretionary behavior in this grey space and help advance DEI within the National Labs. Currently, procedures for addressing inappropriate behavior are often focused on a legalistic complaint apparatus that addresses issues of compliance and typically those behaviors that rise to the level of public consciousness. For example, gender harassment—the put downs, not the come ons—associated with sexual harassment are much more common and largely ignored by institutions. As institutions seek to change their culture, leaders need to confront negative behavior directly and decisively without waiting for formal complaints. Good Codes of Conduct can be impactful in helping to promote safe and inclusive workspaces. We reviewed Codes of Conduct from the National Laboratories that had them and found them to be focused on compliance and policy. In several cases they did not address bullying, harassment, microaggressions or other exclusionary behavior. **We recommend that National Laboratories write, or revise, their Codes of Conduct to reflect their aspirational values, call out desired behavior, describe inappropriate behavior, include clear reporting structures, and clear consequences for violations.** Codes of Conduct could be linked on homepages both demonstrating and advertising commitment to DEI that can help with recruitment. Giving Codes of Conduct teeth and following through will set expectations and give leadership a foundation for action to help cultivate a safe, respectful and professional workplace. An effective Code of Conduct can be a springboard for cultural change, but leadership and employees need tools to uphold that Code of Conduct, in real time, during the moments that matter. Currently, not all people are not equipped to handle these moments.

**Training for Enhanced Situational Awareness**

Changing culture requires behavioral change. A code of conduct can set expectations for desired behavior, but employees need tools to help them advance and defend a culture of belonging. They need help recognizing harmful behavior, and help acting in the moment to neutralize it. We see an opportunity to offer staff the tools and dedicated time to practice recognizing and responding to inappropriate behavior such that their ability to recognize and respond becomes second nature. In the prior Cohort’s DEI Think Piece, they proposed DEI principles that mirror the Safe Conduct of Research principles developed jointly by the Battelle-affiliated laboratories. To support the translation of these principles into behaviors, we propose a simulation-intensive training framework that, in conjunction with Codes of Conduct, can enhance situational awareness for fostering belonging, inclusivity, and equity within the National Labs. There are many examples of this type of training that have been shown to be particularly effective in combating harassment, bullying and other exclusionary behavior. In addition, this training framework builds on the recognition that if we can change someone’s behavior, we can often change how they think.

Situational awareness is the ability to perceive, understand, and effectively respond to one’s situation, especially for enabling quick and safe responses to hazards. Intensive, in-person simulations to practice reactive and proactive responses for improving DEI in real scenarios taken from lived experiences at National Labs would address the key elements of situational awareness. Such training would build muscle memory (it takes an average of 66 days for a new behavior to become automatic), provide employees with the tools they need to act, and the confidence to do so. This practice, facilitated under pressure, is a critical springboard in changing behaviors. Fortunately, the National Labs have embraced this type of training, e.g. Battelle’s Laboratory Operations Leadership Academy (LOLA) and Laboratory Operations Supervisor Academy (LOLA) program, LLNL’s Managing the Moments that Matter training, or LANL’s interactive bystander training. A key challenge with this type of training is its scalability. **We recommend**
National Labs evaluate options to lower the barrier for access to situational based training focused on defending DEI and increasing a sense of belonging. A few potential options include augmentation of existing programs like LOLA/LOSA (as highlighted by Cohort 5), multi-lab joint procurement of content from external DEI experts and training organizations, creation of training modules that can be modified to fit each Lab’s specific needs, and the development of virtual reality programs. Importantly, this training should be supported by educational content targeted at building a shared understanding of the meaning and value of belonging. By having a shared understanding, the tools, the practice, and the courage to take action, we can advance the culture of belonging from the top down and the ground up.

Accountability
Culture change requires accountability and DEI initiatives are futile without accountability because it is not just the organization or the policies that must change but the behavior of its employees. Following the example, and success, of changing the safety culture at National Labs, all employees should be personally responsible for ensuring DEI in research and operations, but leadership must value, model, support, and fund desired change. To have a resilient DEI culture, accountability should be clearly articulated for all levels of the organization. For example, members of a Laboratory’s leadership team should establish who is accountable for delivering various DEI efforts but also provide time and resources to help them be successful. Another powerful step is to consider external assessment. For example, from the American Physical Society Committee on the Status of Women in Physics.

We believe that a key step to enabling accountability is collecting data. We recommend that the Labs consider what data they need, and establish metrics, measurement protocols, and tracking procedures. Data is a mirror of our biases and our realities, and that DEI is a never-ending journey. Without data it is hard to see those biases and impossible to measure progress. In many cases key data are not currently collated preventing a full understanding. For example, while hiring demographics are routinely reported, attrition and career advancement also need to be tracked and analyzed. While developing leading indicators of inclusion and belonging is undeniably difficult, it is imperative that we continue to challenge ourselves to develop these metrics for the health of our organizations.

In closing, fostering a sense of belonging will serve as a competitive advantage for the National Laboratories, now and into the future, and show our leadership and commitment to DEI in the broader scientific and research community. To that end, a powerful coordinated action could be a public statement by the National Laboratories outlining their commitment to a future culture where diversity, equity, and inclusion are core values.
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Future of Work Reinvented

Allison Bennett Irion (ANL), Elizabeth Hong-Geller (LANL), Mark Jeffers (FNAL), Lijuan Ruan (BNL), Stefan Vogt (ANL), Elizabeth Wheeler (LLNL)

- **What:** Attract and retain world-class talent to work at the National Labs
- **Why:** Post COVID, the nature of how we work has fundamentally changed
- **How:** Develop metrics to assess the reinvention of Critical Workspaces and Workforce Development at the National Labs

**Overview**

Following the COVID pandemic, we are living through a fundamental transformation in the way we work. For the DOE complex to continue to deliver on its mission and to attract world-class talent, innovative strategies that incorporate hybrid and remote work, enhanced collaboration, and more effective, creative, and diverse communications will be crucial. As this great experiment unfolds, the ability to develop, capture, and assess consistent metrics will enable us to evaluate our strategies to reinvent the future of work.

The future success of the National Laboratories (NLs) will rely on a healthy workforce and collaborative workplace to ensure that NLs can continue to execute on our mission, both in security applications as well as open science. However, the shifting dynamics of the workplace necessitates re-evaluation of the parameters of the workforce experience. We need to better define the benefits or incentives that combine to form a unique value proposition for the workforce that will entice them to stay and forge a long term career at the NLs. From industry and the business sectors, we know that there needs to be a balance between the workforce's desire for increased flexibility and company profits. For the NL system, workforce flexibility is countered by the unique requirements at the NLs to execute on our national security mission. Nevertheless, the NLs' capacity to offer flexibility, effective mentoring and training, and a collaborative environment with reduced bureaucracy will ultimately lead to a more diverse, qualified workforce and greater satisfaction at the NLs. We need to be able to determine what workforce strategies are working and what needs to be improved.

Our thinkpiece assessed two critical requirements for a thriving workforce of the future: (1) Critical Workspaces to accommodate national security mission, and (2) Workforce Development, including a focus on early career staff and mentoring. The workspace and workforce components are inextricably linked, and this interplay affects everything from DOE NL culture to recruitment and retention to job satisfaction.

**Process**

We have engaged with senior leadership at multiple NLs with oversight over Infrastructure, Capital Projects, and Science & Technology. These discussions provided valuable insights into both the Critical Workspaces and Workforce Development components of the thinkpiece.

**Challenge**

A comprehensive solution space to the Future of Work is complex, vast, and beyond the scope of this thinkpiece. There is a lot of deliberate thinking around strategies to recruit, develop and retain the workforce in business and industry that run the gamut from completely remote to 5 days a week on-site. We are focused on the specific needs and challenges of the NL system, taking into account the unique security envelope and the collaborative environment of open science at the NLs. By interlinking both the
critical workspace and workforce development, we propose to define the unique value proposition to recruit and retain staff in the NL system.

As part of this thinkpiece, we have also discussed the art of the possible. Prior to the pandemic, hybrid work was not considered a viable option if workers wanted to have a successful career trajectory. We have considered questions such as whether a line manager can do their job virtually and whether tasks normally done in classified space can be downscoped and performed in the open with proper guardrails. Another important discussion is the cost to the NL system if a new workforce strategy is not implemented. The workspaces that inspire innovation and productivity while prioritizing employee work-life balance will lead to a healthy workforce that is committed to the NL mission.

**Recommendations**

We have proposed an implementation plan that describes targeted incentives and associated metrics in primarily the short-term (1-3 yr) timeframe to track progress in strategies towards workspace and workforce goals. We have downselected two interlinked requirements that are essential for the NLS to develop implementation plans: (1) Critical Workspaces to enable successful teamwork and enhanced work efficiency, and (2) Workforce Development to attract world-class talent that is dynamic and adaptable. For each of these two requirements, we have identified three incentives that we posit will greatly impact a worker’s decision to build a career in the NL system. (See Figure below) For each of the incentives, we developed metrics that can be gathered through surveys, management and staff interviews, and other data structures to assess trajectories of both successes and failures over time. The goal is for all NLS to participate in the implementation plan so that there is a concerted strategy for metrics building and shared outcomes between the NLS.

![Future of Work Reinvented – Development of Metrics](image-url)
Critical Workspaces

A) Shared spaces

Even prior to the pandemic, NLs were looking for innovative infrastructure solutions to modernize workspaces for enhanced collaboration, increase footprint for expanding mission scope, and offer more flexible drop-in and office solutions. Many of the NLs already have second campuses, satellite sites, or workspaces focused on collaboration with academia or industry, while others are exploring the best solution for their specific regional and mission needs. In fact, the Future of Work may include new remote work hubs (both digital and physical) to allow geographically distributed employees to interact more efficiently. On a smaller scale, there is a great need to find the right balance between traditional private offices/cubicles and collaboration or shared spaces. These shared spaces also include common areas open to all staff, such as a cafeteria or gym, where availability of these resources greatly add to staff morale and provide opportunities for impromptu conversations and idea generation. A common thread running through all our Workspaces is the execution of classified work that is unique to the NL system and the importance of capturing those requirements for any workspace solutions.

| Second campus/satellite sites | Year 1: Catalog the different strategies by all the NLs to create satellite sites/second campuses and capture the pros/cons  
Year 2: Examine co-location and facility requirements for classified work at new sites, including re-assessment of classification levels if possible  
Year 3: Share findings with the NL complex and hold follow-on discussions of lessons learned or new ideas |
| Collaboration spaces | Year 1: Collect data on usage of existing collaboration and shared spaces (drop-in offices and desks/gym/cafeteria);  
Year 2: Assess classified mission needs and reassessment of some tasks with proper guardrails  
Year 3: Surveys of NL staff to determine most useful spaces and any barriers to their use |

B) Seamless digital tools

The pandemic brought rapid and dramatic changes to aspects of work for many people, in particular the need to collaborate virtually. Tools have quickly evolved to improve the quality of such virtual collaborations, and are expected to continue to evolve in response to customer needs. Sometimes rapid adoption of these tools are hampered by institutional delays, and different institutions are using different tools which are not inter-operable, or with restrictions that make it difficult to work across labs. Another challenge is team meetings that require significant interactivity (for example to design new instrumentation, or overcome a problem in a new way, etc.), where some of the participants are in-person and others are virtual. While interactions in person are typically best, realistically virtual interactions are here to stay, and can actually make it easier to collaborate across distances and labs. We recommend investing in tools to make virtual interactions more effective to improve on overall mission delivery.
### Virtual and hybrid meeting efficiencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short term (1-3 years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Virtual and hybrid meeting efficiencies</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Year 1:** Identify, develop and disseminate best practices for different scenarios. Develop prioritized list of conference rooms to upgrade for effective hybrid meetings.  
**Year 2+:** Upgrade facilities as budget permit |

### Institutional support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short term (1-3 years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Institutional support</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Year 1:** Assemble focus groups to identify prioritized areas of largest potential benefit for common tools and access, start implementation where possible.  
**Year 2:** Develop structured process with site offices that make it easy to pilot new tools in one of the labs, and then streamline roll-out to other labs. |

### Reduction in bureaucracy

According to the Harvard Business Review, it is estimated that excess bureaucracy costs the U.S. economy more than $3 trillion in lost economic output per year\(^1\). In addition to the financial cost, internal bureaucracy causes employee frustration and impacts morale and productivity. As an example, the future of work task force at LLNL reviewed comments on glassdoor and found that 25% of all negative comments focused on bureaucracy.\(^2\) With the DOE issuing the report on the enhanced mission delivery initiative (EMDI), now is the opportune time for National Labs to also review their levels of bureaucracy.\(^3\) We recommend focusing efforts on streamlining policies and reassessing signature authority levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short term (1-3 years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Short term (1-3 years)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Streamlining policies</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Year 1:** Assemble focus groups from across Lab to identify practices, processes and procedures that staff feel are hindering them  
**Year 2:** Prioritize list & evaluate possibility to streamline (recognizing that some processes i.e. clearances cannot be streamlined at NL level)  
**Year 3:** Revise processes for top 20% |
| **Signature authority levels** |
| **Year 1:** Assemble focus groups from across Lab to identify practices, processes and procedures that staff feel are overly burdened by signatures  
**Year 2:** Assemble team to assess which signature processes can be adjusted based on contract etc  
**Year 3:** Revise processes and report out to staff |

---

1. [https://hbr.org/2017/05/assessment-do-you-know-how-bureaucratic-your-organization-is](https://hbr.org/2017/05/assessment-do-you-know-how-bureaucratic-your-organization-is)  

### Workforce Development

#### A) Manager training

In this post-Covid era of the workplace, there is a shifting dynamic that will require managers to adjust the leadership skills they have previously implemented in the in-person environment to hybrid and virtual teams, to ensure that these new categories of workers remain effective and engaged. Leaders
must especially pay attention to creating a healthy culture, building trust, motivating staff, and encouraging interpersonal connections within this new environment. A recent survey found that the leadership skills most needed in 2023 are engaging and developing talent, leading and supporting change initiatives, establishing goals and priorities, and creating a sense of inclusion and belonging.¹ For managers of hybrid workers, it will be especially important to equip them with the tools to be effective communicators, to resist proximity bias or preferential treatment for on-site workers, and to measure success amongst all their employees. Given that managing hybrid workers is a relatively recent construct, 360° feedback for the managers will provide an assessment of the hybrid system and the effectiveness of manager training.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short term (1-3 years)</th>
<th>Manager training for flexible workforce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year 1: Develop curriculum for ‘Leading Hybrid Work for Managers’. Areas of focus could include Maximizing Collaboration, Building Trust, Effective Communication, etc for On-Site/Hybrid Teams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 2: Require all managers to take training and ask for feedback on the content and usefulness in real world leadership, such as classified work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 3: Continue to modify curriculum based on feedback</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>360° Feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year 1: Develop 360°questionnaire for staff who are hybrid to provide feedback on their managers and group dynamics and efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 2: Roll-out 360°questionnaire to hybrid staff; Collect and tabulate feedback for managers; Incorporate into existing performance plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 3: Revise and adjust manager curriculum to address any gaps in managing hybrid workers revealed by the 360°feedback</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹How to Approach Leadership in a Hybrid Work Environment, Center for Creative Leadership, Jan 2023.

**B) Early career mentoring**

Effective early career mentoring includes both formal and informal channels that now need to address hybrid and remote workers. It is vital to enable early-career employees to build relationships, activate their capabilities and actualize their potential. Concerted efforts are needed for hybrid early career staff to build rapport with teams and mentors, which are both hallmarks of success.

Implementation of multiple strategies is needed to provide training opportunities to cultivate collaborations. To determine the effectiveness of these strategies, we propose to assess the career trajectories of remote and hybrid staff compared to on-site, using metrics such as time to promotion, salaries, publications, awards, fellowships, assignments and invitations for speaking engagements. We also suggest formalizing stay interviews to understand current job satisfaction, perceived access to career development opportunities and to learn what incentives are important for growth and impact of their career at the NLs. These interviews can also provide feedback on what resources remote and hybrid workers need to be successful and happy employees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short term (1-3 years) and Long term (5-7 yrs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Career trajectory in remote/hybrid vs on-site staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 1: Develop and implement metrics for early career remote, hybrid vs on-site staff (i.e. promotions, publications, mentoring, developmental opportunities) over multiple years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 2: Perform stay interviews for early career staff to determine job satisfaction incentives that entice them to stay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C) Staff morale

Staff morale is one of the topmost deciding factors that determine an organization's ability to hire and retain staff and ensure a consistently high level of productivity. Effective communication of NL mission and culture of positivity, as well as honest discussion of the challenges that NLs face, will lead to trust in leadership. When an institution uses poor communication, such as staff being informed of various policy changes that negatively affect their work or life with little warning, there will certainly be a decrease in staff morale, reduction of productivity and creativity, and eventually talent loss. Post-pandemic, remote and hybrid work have become the new norm, and many employees appreciate the better work-life balance with flexible work schedules and a reduced commute time. Managers will need to adopt flexible problem solving for coordination of staff in multiple work arrangements and intentional engagement with staff. A better work-life balance should be encouraged equally for everyone. It is imperative to create an inclusive workplace that engenders a sense of belonging through shared culture and fate to attract and retain diverse talent. To accurately gauge the health of the organization, culture surveys should be taken every 1-2 years to assess staff morale, especially in such a dynamic post-pandemic environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short term (1-3 years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 1: Assess effectiveness of different methods for internal and external communications (e-mail, internal webpage, social media); Sharpen Lab communications if needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 2: Develop and implement survey on Lab communications, paying attention to how on-site and hybrid workers access news and information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 3: Fine tune communications plan based on feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work-life balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 1: Develop and implement survey on Work-Life balance, paying attention to differential responses between on-site and remote/hybrid workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 2: Look for opportunities to enhance work-life balance for all staff (e.g. support systems, flexible schedule, self-care)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 3: Fine tune organizational culture based on feedback</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discovering the National Laboratory Ecosystem (where you fit in the complex)

Mark Barnes (SRNL), Christian Petrie (ORNL), Lori Basilio (SNL), Bert de Jong (LBNL), Daniel Stephens (PNNL), Emily Smith (AMES), Josh Schaidle (NREL), Ale Hakala (NETL), Barbara Harrison (PPPL)

- **What**: OSELP Fellows are amazed at the breadth of the complex and its missions when exposed to the many labs during the multiple site visits and recognize the value of sharing this essence of the experience with a broader lab staff audience.
- **Why**: National Laboratory Staff would garner a better understanding of an integrated ecosystem that collectively works to advance the varied missions of DOE.
- **How**: A pilot program to offer staff across the Complex a view of the labs, missions, programs, and capabilities through site seminars, periodic complex-wide webinars, and an assembly of on-line resources.

**Overview**

The Oppenheimer Science and Energy Leadership Program (OSELP) has provided six cohorts, more than 100 professional staff, with unique exposure to the widely varied DOE National Laboratory (NL) Complex. Even as experienced professionals with many years of service, OSELP alumni are amazed at the breadth of the complex and its missions during the multiple site visits. Thanks to the investment by lab directors in OSELP, such exposure is creating strong, connected laboratory leadership that benefits DOE by building Complex-wide trust and understanding. We, as soon-to-be OSELP alumni, want to pay it forward by further sharing these benefits with more DOE laboratory staff, ultimately instilling a greater sense of pride and dedication to working within the National Lab system.

This Think Piece proposes a program to offer employees across the NL Complex windows to learn more about the labs, missions, programs, people and capabilities through onsite seminars, periodic complex-wide webinars, and an assembly of on-line resources. Initially, we propose to pilot the program at a subset of labs with two or three rounds of targeted presentations and webinars to assess feasibility and successes. This would then be expanded to additional laboratories and the entire complex based upon feedback from the pilot. Employees will garner a strong sense of belonging and a complete understanding of an integrated ecosystem that collectively works to advance the varied missions of DOE. This would not replace the current laboratory-specific training and orientation that employees already receive, but rather would be complementary. A stronger sense of belonging and increased awareness of the broad mission impact could potentially help with retaining staff and sustaining the strong history of drawing only the best and the brightest to the complex. Additionally, this program may also have the benefit of inspiring and building the next generation of leaders for the DOE labs of the future.

Why would the NL complex benefit from this activity? Currently, each laboratory and facility provide orientation to new employees that predominantly focuses on their specific facility. Such orientation is understandable and necessary but often misses, or only briefly touches, on a more complex-wide perspective. Employees may develop a sense of mission for their laboratory, and projects, but may fail to establish that same relationship at a higher level. Many on-line resources are already available at many locations, with various levels of organization. Viewing these resources is like opening a box of old family photographs without information on who is in the pictures or when they were taken and how they relate.
Our proposal seeks to build on these resources by cataloguing them in a way that benefits everyone, including our hardworking Human Resources and Communications colleagues who do so much to share our individual lab stories. We are energized by the idea of creating a cohesive family album that conveys perspective, mission and meaning to all Laboratory employees.

**Process**

This Think Piece team has reached out to the leadership of the NLCCO Council to discuss the concept, issues, ongoing activities, and inquire into future assistance with hosting activities. The team has also held similar discussions with the leadership of the OLN. The team also intends to reach out to the NLCHROs for acceptance and guidance, and the idea was discussed with a limited number of newer laboratory staff to see if there was interest. The idea has been presented to experienced laboratory leaders at a Red Team Review and the status of a brief introductory video currently under development by the NLCCO Council for use at DOE headquarters has been monitored. Members also reviewed numerous online resources, such as the motivational video “Answering the Call” produced by Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

**Recommendations**

- The primary method to share this complex-wide story would involve an introductory presentation at each laboratory by an OLN fellow(s) from that laboratory as well as quarterly complex-wide webinars. Building on the pilot, this Think Piece proposes an OLN sponsored National Laboratory employee toolkit in partnership with the NLCCO Council that could include videos, prepared materials with links to additional media and information, onboarding initiatives, and orientation assets. Combined, these will help employees better understand the DOE-National Lab system, the exceptional impact this system has on national security and science and technology innovation, and the important role both the employee and their organization play within this ecosystem.

- The lead activity proposed by this Think Piece is an introductory presentation at each laboratory given by an OLN fellow from the laboratory. This presentation would be structured to describe the knowledge gained as an OSELP fellow – to briefly describe the NL Complex and the varied missions – introduce the employee toolkit, and finally introduce the upcoming complex-wide webinars. Coordinated use of a brief introductory video could succinctly and compellingly describe DOE, the National Labs, and other key organizational elements such as NNSA’s plants and sites, DOE User Facilities, and field and site office elements.

- A second major activity would be complex-wide webinars held quarterly. These would be presented by an OLN alumnus, providing exposure and opportunity to the organization or a complex mission or facility, via a webinar. With the completion of OSELP cohort 6, there will be well over 100 OLN fellows across the DOE NL Complex who could participate without significant burden to any one individual. Additionally, such webinars could be recorded and archived in the proposed toolkit.

- Finally, we propose assembling an on-line tool kit prepared from existing materials and current information and resources, which would be reviewed during assembly for content and appropriateness. It would need to be organized with links to existing resources.

Ultimately, a more extensive video or video series could be orchestrated and would be lengthier, perhaps as much as an hour in length and would have some technical “meat on the bones”—describing the types of work being done across DOE—but also would compellingly and inspiring frame this work as DOE and
the NLs solving “big national and global problems.” Each National Lab and major DOE organizational element would be identified with content covering their key mission domains. An example of such informative, descriptive, or motivational videos that could be assembled would be “Answering the Call” produced by Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

The Think Piece team recommends the next steps in advancing this Think Piece:

- Concurrence from the NLDC to pursue the pilot phase of this Think Piece – establishing site presentations and complex-wide webinars through the OLN and NLCCO Council.
- Working with the OLN leadership to assume management of the presentations, webinars, and organization and maintenance of the toolkit.
- Working with the NLCCO Council to assume sponsorship and management of presentations. The Chair of the Council indicated their current video and exhibit were just the first foray into this type of activity with plans to expand resources for the NL Complex in the coming years.
- Contacting the NL CHROs for awareness, involvement, support, and guidance. Any video and toolkit would need to be adopted for employee use and could potentially be administered through this group.
- With involvement of the NLCCO Council, establish a multi-lab steering committee to define a path forward and address issues of retention, accuracy, and maintenance.
- Identifying Communication Leads (e.g., the NLCCOs or staff) at the NLs to assist or take a lead role in content development.
- Compiling best practices for this kind of project from industries outside of the National Lab Complex.
- Establishing a project timeline/plan.

Challenges

A national laboratory ecosystem toolkit featuring site presentations, webinars, an introductory video and other media resources is feasible and could be initiated in phases, starting with a pilot at a few interested laboratories. Working in phases, the cost associated with these efforts could be tailored to available resources. Site presentations, webinars, and use of the introductory video being developed by the NLCCO Council would take minimal funding and could be implemented quickly in a pilot at interested laboratories. All webinars could be recorded and archived in the proposed toolkit to expand their impact with minimal additional cost. Production of a lengthier video or video series would take more resources and could be implemented after the program was piloted.

The biggest challenge is establishing ownership and advocacy, whether by the OLN or NLCCO Council. The program and toolkit will require ownership by a central organization to implement and ensure it is kept current and relevant. The Chair of the NLCCO Council described keeping the content current as the biggest challenge to any project such as this one. Components of the toolkit could be assembled from existing and current information and resources, which would need to be reviewed for content and appropriateness. It would need organization with links to existing resources. It is envisioned that the OLN and/or NLCCO Council would partner to assume custodianship and compile, organize, and distribute the tool kit.

All members of the national laboratory complex should be able to use the developed resources. As such, Americans with Disability Act (ADA) compliance will be incorporated. Additionally, participant feedback will be sought for all activities to enable continuous improvement of the presentation and toolkit.
One additional concern is that increased staff awareness of the entire complex and the exciting mission opportunities could result in increased staff movement between laboratories. Laboratories, however, might see an increased potential and view these as benefits to DOE and the NL Complex rather than a loss of resources to the individual labs. More broadly, this effort could assist in retention of staff complex-wide and lower attrition from the lab complex as a whole.
Leveraging OSELP Alumni: Proposed Use Cases to Support the NLDC in Advancing the DOE-Lab Complex

Teresa Bailey (LLNL), Lori Basilio (SNL), Alexandra Hakala (NETL), Elizabeth Hong-Geller (LANL), Colin Judge (INL), Lance Kim (LLNL), Josh Schaidle (NREL), Amanda Stegen (PNNL), Wah-Keat Lee (BNL), Mark Jeffers (FNAL), Marlo Maxson (SNL), Christian Petrie (ORNL)

- **What:** Thanks to the investment of the National Lab Directors, we have over 100 OSELP alumni across the Complex whose diverse expertise, connections, learnings and leadership are ready and energized to serve NLDC and DOE priorities.

- **Why:** OSELP alumni bring a unique combination of broad Complex knowledge, deep expertise in their fields, and a trusted network of colleagues and communication that can be swiftly activated across all functions of the labs.

- **How:** Engage OSELP alumni in key existing lab-wide committees and pilot new ways to leverage the network, including Strategic Peer Reviews and rapid-teaming to address black swan events.

**Overview**

The DOE National Labs are considered the “crown jewels” of the nation’s research and innovation ecosystem and are often referred to as “hidden gems”. The Oppenheimer Science and Energy Leadership Program (OSELP), with its diverse brain trust, is a diamond within that gem collection. Currently in its sixth year, OSELP brings together emerging technical and operations leaders to gain a system-level understanding of the DOE-Lab complex. Fellows are exposed to strategic and operations challenges at each of the individual labs and gain a deeper understanding of the challenges that face the DOE-Lab system in totality. Fellows also benefit from becoming part of a growing alumni network, the Oppenheimer Leadership Network (OLN), committed to advancing the DOE-Lab system. This network has evolved into a distinguished and growing community of over 100 thought leaders from diverse backgrounds with requisite knowledge, skill and broad technical backgrounds and expertise. Consistent with the goals of OSELP and the OLN, this think piece proposes three use cases for leveraging OSELP alumni to continue to support the NLDC and individual committee members on addressing emerging challenges.

One use case leverages alumni for focused evaluations in mission-critical areas (Strategic Peer Reviews). A second use case utilizes alumni expertise to respond effectively to disruptive technologies like GenAI and support crisis events such as the Covid pandemic. The last use case aims to foster connections among alumni participating in national lab sponsored or endorsed leadership programs such as PLI and OSELP, with the goal of collectively addressing emerging challenges, sharing best practices, and supporting the priorities of the NLDC and DOE. These use cases provide opportunities to support the National Laboratory directors’ priorities, enable OLN members to maintain their connections with fellow alumni, continue to grow in their leadership journey, and remain informed about the latest developments and challenges within the DOE-lab system.

**Process and Acknowledgement**

This think piece concept evolved during Cohort 6 team members reviewing prior Cohort think pieces and discussions related to the establishment of a multi-disciplinary team that could be assembled quickly with OSELP alumni to provide expertise, insight and advice on specific lab challenges. This team recognized the efforts and commitment of the Cohort 3 team’s establishment of the OLN and determined that an additional building block should be added to help continue to grow and mature the OSELP alumni. Team
members received feedback and valuable insights from the OLN Chair, broader OLN network, OSELP mentors, and Mark Peters.

Use Cases: Leveraging OSELP Alumni

Use Case 1. Pilot a Strategic Peer Review (SPR) process utilizing OSELP alumni to provide insights to individual NLDC members for topical mission areas of interest. This review is initiated through a request from an NLDC member or delegate.

**Benefit.** Utilizing OSELP alumni to conduct candid peer reviews of existing or emerging mission areas is an opportunity to leverage the brain trust the NLDC has invested in, provides additional growth opportunities for the individual OSELP alumni, and provides the individual labs with a broad national lab complex perspective and insight into potential blind spots and opportunities. Lab leadership teams are provided with recommendations on blind spots, potential partners, and areas for collaboration on existing and emerging mission areas. An SPR will result in supplementary data that can be used by the requesting leadership team as they make strategic decisions and investments.

**Proposal.** At the request of an individual lab leadership team, a group of OSELP alumni will be assembled to perform an SPR on the specified area of interest. An SPR is a candid “behind the scenes” look at the area of interest to understand potential opportunities and/or blind spots. It complements other assessments, audits or external advisory committees in that the SPR provides a perspective from the broad national labs landscape and missions.

Details on the differences between an SPR, External Advisory Board/Committee, and an assessment/audit are described in Table 1. An SPR takes place over one week, with 1–3 focus areas related to the topic of interest. The team is selected by the requesting lab leadership team in partnership with the OLN POC. This team is led by OSELP alumni and could include other experts as requested. The SPR team collaborates with the requesting lab leadership team on the specific focus areas, approach, and desired outcome. Examples of potential focus areas are found in Figure 1. The SPR review results in a briefing to Lab Leadership that includes observations and recommendations.
Figure 1. Example Focus Areas for a Strategic Peer Review (SPR)

Table 1. Comparison of Assessments, External Advisory Boards, and SPR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment/Audit</th>
<th>External Advisory Board/Committee</th>
<th>Strategic Peer Review (SPR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Has a specific structure and can be anywhere from one day to multiple weeks&lt;br&gt;• Team NOT normally identified by host lab&lt;br&gt;• Has a written plan, lines of inquiry and formal report&lt;br&gt;• Tends to be compliance-based&lt;br&gt;• Is designed to identify specific findings, non-compliances, etc. and creates an action list&lt;br&gt;• Focuses on technical details&lt;br&gt;• References requirements (policy, federal drivers, etc.)&lt;br&gt;• Priority is technical SMEs reviewing technical content</td>
<td>• Is an evaluatory committee (strategy, operations, capabilities, protocols, etc)&lt;br&gt;• Typically 1-3 days&lt;br&gt;• Size can range from 5-15 which is defined by the host Lab&lt;br&gt;• Intent can be to advocate (i.e. to sponsors or other external entities) and/or to provide expert advice on improvement&lt;br&gt;• In some cases is thumbs up/thumbs down, rather than conversational&lt;br&gt;• Often a fair bit of polish is desired to impress, regardless of intent&lt;br&gt;• Outcome is an assessment of the desired evaluatory elements (strategy, operations, capabilities, protocols, etc) highlighting good points and areas to improve. Initial feedback before the team leads the Lab with a more polished report arriving usually within 1 month</td>
<td>• Focused on mission and emerging mission areas including potential blind spots, areas of potential collaboration, competition, partnerships, programmatic strengths and weaknesses&lt;br&gt;• Provides a perspective from the broad DOE National Lab landscape and mission&lt;br&gt;• Review is conducted in 2-4 days&lt;br&gt;• Team is between 5-10 OSELP alumni and/or experts from across multiple labs&lt;br&gt;• Host Lab team and OLN work together to identify desired team&lt;br&gt;• Approach is based on conversations with key staff (minimal presentations and not staged or “polished”)&lt;br&gt;• Outcome is a briefing with observations and recommendations conducted at the end of the review before team leaves the Lab&lt;br&gt;• Provides an external perspective for Lab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment/Audit</td>
<td>External Advisory Board/Committee</td>
<td>Strategic Peer Review (SPR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Implications of a “bad” review would have potentially very negative consequences</td>
<td>Leadership on mission and emerging mission areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Is intentionally flexible and not overly prescriptive — majority of time is spent in conversation NOT presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Is not a technical review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Does not identify findings, but makes observations and recommendations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Opportunity for OSELP alumni to continue to give back to the Lab Complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• No negative implications for recommendations (there is no “bad” review)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Specific Operational Process for Strategic Peer Review (SPR)**
This section provides an overview of the process for conducting an SPR. It describes the initiation and planning, execution of the review, and success factors.

**Initiation**

- Lab Director or member of Lab Leadership team identify targeted mission area for an SPR
- Lab Director or delegate contacts OLN POC to request an SPR team
- OLN POC + Lab POC identify team to supply SPR review
  - Approval of the composition of the SPR team is with the Lab Director
  - Team: Led by OSELP alumni and composed of 5-10 OSELP alumni and/or specific experts requested by lab team
  - Team members are from multiple labs in area of interest – a diverse team – both in expertise and affiliation

**60-90 Days Before Review**

- Team Lead is identified
- Team Lead kickoff w/ Lab POC to understand review request and provide an opportunity for the team to ask questions about needs
  - Discuss scheduling, logistics (hotel, etc)
  - Team should plan to stay at the same hotel if possible, as they will likely need to debrief at night
- Team Lead holds team kickoff to build approach and identify any sub teams
NOTE: Each SPR sub team should have a corresponding host team liaison that support them during their visit (help with arranging interviews, getting documents, etc). The liaison should have a working understanding of the general area that is being reviewed.

Review Week

Day 1

- In brief by the Host Lab leadership on the target area for evaluation
- Overview of focus areas
- Discussion by the SPR Team Lead re: what the evaluation will entail (high level)
- Intro of team and liaisons
- Start conversations w/ key staff (sub teams fan out)
- SPR team debrief every night to identify any threads to pull on day two, additional interviews needed, themes that are emerging, observations

Interviews/Conversations

- Interview can include one person/several
- The conversation should be anonymous, unless staff want their names used
- This is meant to be an opportunity to have an honest conversation
- Questions should be open ended (2-4 per/interview) – soliciting information in an open format

Example Questions

- What is your experience with.... (insert target area – e.g. use of JAs for mission area X)....
- Are there areas associated with.... (insert target area – e.g. collaborations with industry) that are going well....
- Are there areas that could be improved with.... (insert target area – e.g. having expertise to support capability development)....

Day 2-3

- Continued discussions w/ staff on key areas with debriefs each night
• Document reviews, as requested (minimize time reading docs versus talking to people)

Wrap Up

• Provide actionable key themes as a roadmap for the Host Lab to investigate challenges/recommendations

• Occurs at the end of the week BEFORE the team leaves

• Is a simple PowerPoint

• Audience is at the discretion of the Host Lab

Success Factors

• Team Lead is dynamic leader that can synthesize data and distill themes quickly

• Team motivation and intent is to provide requesting lab with insights into the topic of interest (no hidden agenda)

• Team sensitivity to perception of “stealing ideas”

• Provide a good scrub, but fair

• Embrace organic – find things and pull the thread

• Spend majority of time in the field, not reviewing documents

• Members from multiple labs with unique perspectives

• Members have DOE complex knowledge (landscape understanding)

Use Case 2. Develop a framework for rapid teaming across the DOE Laboratory complex to enable analysis and response to “black swan” disruptive technologies and events.

Overview
Black swan events are rare and unpredictable outlier incidents that have an extreme impact, coupled with a tendency for simplistic retrospective explanations for the event.¹ Often, if an impactful event has been considered, swift and coordinated response is likely because of previous investment in preparing for the event. The DOE National Laboratories are prepared for major crises across multiple technology areas (e.g., Nuclear Emergency Search Teams (NEST); Energy Threat Analysis Center). To keep the United States resilient for future areas of vulnerability, the DOE National Laboratory complex needs a framework for rapid development and deployment of special teams to provide efficient and technically comprehensive analyses for disruptive technology and event scenarios. A framework for the DOE National Laboratory Strategic Action Network (DOE SAN), would focus on events that require S&T solutions for complex, unexpected technology disruption (such as how to handle ChatGPT) and crisis events (such as COVID and
the Deepwater Horizon well failure). The OLN can serve as an effective team to respond effectively to either a disruptive technology or event at the direction of the NLDC.

The concept for a framework around rare and unpredictable high impact events for the DOE Laboratories is to enable the labs to team quickly with appropriate experts, to enable increasing the efficiency of matching expertise needed and the mechanisms required (contractual, approval, etc.) to pull teams together effectively within short timeframes. This framework would also need to operate within accepted legal and operational requirements. Indemnification issues would be addressed during development of the framework, to limit liability for application of novel technologies towards analysis and recommendations for solutions. The framework also is needed to appropriately engage with other agencies and entities that will be responding to the event (e.g., the Department of Defense). In consideration of disruptive technologies, a similar team may be employed around determining the most effective approach towards enabling positive and beneficial application of the technology within the DOE Laboratory complex. This same team can also provide early technical input to help protect DOE equities and to promote DOE solutions where appropriate.

**The Proposal. Develop a framework before the next “Black Swan” event.**

1. Defining the event: When do we know we have a “black swan?” Who is the ultimate authority and user of the output of the DOE SAN analysis?
2. Identification of the management team
3. Alignment of informal and formal networks
4. Ensuring funding availability and authorization
5. Creating information sharing capability at all levels of control
6. Identifying the Subject Matter Expert team across DOE
7. Collaborating with stakeholders beyond DOE
   a. Other Executive Branch Departments: Justice, Defense, Agriculture, State, Commerce, etc.
      i. NETL can leverage existing relationship with Federal entities
   b. Industry
   c. State/Local Governments
   d. International Governments
8. Utilizing DOE S&T Resources
   a. HPC Computation
   b. Data Analysis
   c. Fielding Experiments

The DOE SAN is expected to provide technical explanations for the disruptive events with responses that are efficient, sophisticated, and agile. The impact of the DOE SAN will result in time relevant solutions, with the goal of minimizing impacts to human life, the environment, the economy, and DOE intellectual property. Additionally, the teams of experts deployed will be able to provide post-event root cause analysis, enabling the United States to prepare for similar events in the future. Ultimately, successful engagement of the DOE SAN will enhance the DOE National Laboratory brand and build morale for DOE staff. In the case of disruptive technological events, the DOE SAN will help the labs naturally share risks and opportunities across the complex to position DOE as the agency of choice to provide substantive advice on how to respond to these disruptions. We note that DOE itself can be the source of technological disruption. Recent advances in ICF ignition are an example of this disruption.
Recommendation. Complete a stocktake of the SAN response framework to determine readiness level of response to future black swan events.

Challenge. How do we keep the framework in an at-ready state?

Proposal. Develop an assessment of existing infrastructure (communications, compute, data issues and transfer, contracting mechanisms) and people and expertise (map of the solution-driver network – leverage the Oppenheimer Leadership Network). Domain-specific cross-laboratory cells may be a solution to form people-network connections and foster teaming prior to a black swan event. This could also provide a forum to share unique capabilities and expertise, and build an “emergency toolkit.” This also could provide a forum for “Strategic Forecasting” to build an agile and responsive framework around “what if” scenarios. DOE SAN is intended to help fill the gaps for situations that are not covered with existing networks and may lead to the development of new formal networks in the future, depending on the nature of the event.

Recommendation. Identify small-scale black swan events to test existing SAN team response.

Challenge. Identification of these events is challenging. Funding is not guaranteed and may require lab investment.

Proposal. Smaller events such as localized industrial accidents may provide a test bed to determine how well DOE labs can coordinate and respond to these unexpected events. This coordination may only require a small subset of the labs, but will help to build understanding of what is required during much larger and more complex black swan events. Additionally, responding to these events has the potential to create new program growth within DOE if response is efficient, resulting in reduced impact from DOE involvement.

Advisors and Reference Points from Lab Visits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual/Group</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advisor – George Guthrie, LANL</td>
<td>Experience with Macondo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Schlender, PNNL</td>
<td>Operations and interest in framework to enable rapid response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dona Crawford, LLNL</td>
<td>Livermore Foundation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Use Case 3. Use the OLN to connect OSELP fellows and alumni to other NLDC-sponsored committees and leadership programs.

Benefit. The OLN provides a formal network of OSELP alumni opportunities for networking and continued engagement in future think pieces and other systems-level challenges and opportunities. However, it is often difficult for OSELP think pieces to be successful without broader adoption by laboratory leadership. These ideas need a champion and the people that can affect change are very busy. In addition to OSELP, the NLDC currently supports or sponsors several other disparate leadership programs (e.g. BELT, PLI) and the learnings from the individual leadership programs are limited to the participants in each program. We believe that the OLN could be a vehicle to bring the various leadership programs together under a single
umbrella and allow cross-fertilization of ideas. Perhaps more importantly, the OLN could help connect current and former think pieces and other initiatives that are born out of other leadership programs to the NLDC and other national lab leaders (e.g., the Laboratory Operations Board or the NLCxO committees) that have the ability to put these ideas into action.

This proposal would have three primary benefits. First, it would offer enhanced networking opportunities across various leadership programs and national lab leaders. Second, by connecting alumni of OSELP and other leadership programs to NLCxO committees and their priorities, it provides a continuous learning opportunity for the alumni to stay engaged on evolving issues within the national lab system. Finally, the NLCxO committees can receive feedback on their priorities from a group of people that are uniquely educated on the systems-level issues that the labs are facing.

Proposal. The OLN is already starting to explore collaborations with the other leadership alumni networks. We propose creating a working group made of alumni from each leadership program to put together a plan for future collaboration. The plan on the steps for collaboration would be developed and shared with the NLDC for awareness.

Connecting the OLN to the Laboratory Operations Board and the NLCxO committees could be done in a phased approach. The simplest implementation would be a request for the NLCxO committees to share their annual priority list with the OLN, which would not require any additional effort or resources. In addition to educating the OLN on the committee priorities, this could help connect current and former think pieces to the NLCxO priorities to improve the chances of think pieces being actionable, and it could solicit feedback from the OLN that the committees might value. Some committees could choose to generate surveys to collect more formal feedback from the OLN on the various items that the committee is considering. Others could choose to present at the OLN quarterly meetings to have more of an open dialogue regarding the priority list. The OLN could choose to structure the quarterly meetings to allow relevant think pieces to be presented in coordination with specific NLCxO committees. All of this could be accomplished without requiring any significant resources other than a willingness of the NLCxO committees to at least share their priorities and entertain the idea of engaging further with the OLN. The committees are under no obligation to take action on any of the think pieces that are presented to them or other feedback that they receive.

“Good people from diverse fields working together can make major scientific discoveries that are denied geniuses working in isolation.”

- Alvin Weinberg, Director, ORNL
OSELP NLDC CAPSTONE
Achieving “big science” requires people trusting people, embracing innovation and diversity
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Panel 1
Mission and Operations

*Moderator*, Matt Toups (FNAL)
*Spotlight*, Jimmy Fung (LANL)

**Reimagining the Implementation of the FFRDC Model**
Christian Petrie (ORNL), Emily Smith (AMES), Matt Toups (FNAL), Jimmy Fung (LANL), Mark Kemp (SLAC), Lance Kim (LLNL)

**GenAI Driven Operational Excellence Across the National Lab Complex**
Amanda Stegen (PNNL), Katya Le Blanc (INL), Emily Smith (Ames), Bert de Jong (LBNL), Stefan Vogt (ANL), Teresa Bailey (LLNL), Michelle Slovensky (NREL), Andres Castaneda (PPPL), Joe Stoffa (NETL), Mark Barnes (SRNL), Moises Smart (SLAC), Marianne Francois (LANL)

**Governance to Accelerate CLEAN Energy RD&D**
Michelle Slovensky (NREL), Joe Stoffa (NETL), and Sibendu Som (ANL)
Topic 1: Mission and Operations. Spotlight Discussion
Reimagining the Implementation of the FFRDC Model

Chris Petrie (ORNL)

Emily Smith (AMES), Matt Toups (FNAL), Jimmy Fung (LANL), Mark Kemp (SLAC), Lance Kim (LLNL)
Urgent DOE Missions Require Bold, Creative Approaches to Enhancing Lab Efficiencies Under Heightened Oversight

**Congressional and Public Scrutiny**

Official Report: Nuclear Waste Accident Caused By Wrong Cat Litter

**The Nun Who Broke Into the Nuclear Sanctum**

Lax oversight at national labs led to purchase cards abuse. GAO says

Lack of Trust Contributed to Risk-Averse, Inefficient Processes

Light penalties, lax oversight encourage weak safety culture at nuclear weapons labs
Why now? What is different?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Urgency</th>
<th>DOE Interest</th>
<th>Recent Progress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>❖ NNSA weapons modernization</td>
<td>❖ NNSA initiation of EMDI</td>
<td>❖ Lab response to EMDI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>❖ OCED timelines</td>
<td>❖ FY24 LOB initiative</td>
<td>❖ RWG, HR Benefits Toolkit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recommendation 1 (already started)

Work with the NLDC/LOB to summarize what DOE/labs have done in response to previous reports to address inefficiencies:

What worked, what didn’t, and why?
Why now? What is different?

Urgency
- NNSA weapons modernization
- OCED timelines

DOE Interest
- NNSA initiation of EMDI
- FY24 LOB initiative

Recent Progress
- Lab response to EMDI
- RWG, HR Benefits Toolkit

Recommendation 2
Work with the NLDC/LOB to organize a workshop with lab and federal staff to discuss recommendation 1 findings, continue momentum
Generative AI Driven Operational Excellence Across the National Lab Complex

Amanda Stegen (PNNL), Katya Le Blanc (INL), Emily Smith (Ames), Bert de Jong (LBNL), Stefan Vogt (ANL), Teresa Baily (LLNL), Michelle Slovensky (NREL), Andres Castaneda (PPPL), Joe Stoffa (NETL), Mark Barnes (SRNL), Moises Smart (SLAC), Marianne Francois (LANL)
We are here to do Big Science
We are here to do Big Science
Harnessing GenAI: Focus on Mission
GenAI Landscape
GenAI Landscape

**Laboratory Guidance for GENAI Use**
- No guidance
- We have published guidance
- We are working on guidance

**GENAI Use Policy**
- We allow it and encourage it
- We allow it, but don't encourage it
- We don’t explicitly prohibit it
- It is prohibited

**Process for Assessing GENAI Project Needs**
- Process defined
- No process
Optimize Operations to Accelerate Mission Outcomes

HOW
Create a cross disciplinary community of practice

WHAT
• Share learnings
• Develop decision-making framework
• Steward complex wide use cases
THANK YOU

Amanda Stegen (PNNL), Katya Le Blanc (INL), Emily Smith (Ames), Bert de Jong (LBNL), Stefan Vogt (ANL), Teresa Baily (LLNL), Michelle Slovensky (NREL), Andres Castaneda (PPPL), Joe Stoffa (NETL), Mark Barnes (SRNL), Moises Smart (SLAC), Marianne Francois (LANL)
Governance to Accelerate CLEAN Energy RD&D

Virtual Complex to Advance Technologies and Systems Deployment to Decarbonize the Global Community

Michelle Slovensky
NREL

Joe Stoffa
NETL

Sibendu Som
ANL
DOE Organization Challenge

Major innovations must take place this decade to bring new technologies to market in time so DOE must replicate TEAM SCIENCE to approach audacious challenges

Industry needs access to entire laboratory complex

Productive integration of all DOE Program areas are critical

The Proposal

Accelerate maturity of technologies and adoption through evolved governance structures, utilizing the real-world settings of National Lab campuses with signature capabilities in partnership with industry.

- Connected Virtual Test-Beds for technology proving grounds
- Improve pace of innovation by addressing integration and operational issues earlier and at lower cost
- Supports RD&D activities outline by BIL/IRA, CHIPS, 2023 Consolidated Appropriations, and Energy Act of 2020
**Governance Structure**

- Program Agnostic
- Bridge to connect DOE Complex challenges
- Testbed spans multiple mission sectors
- Conducts efficient process for use of assets
- Accelerates awarding and conducting the work

**Example Framework**

**Host a Workshop**

Bridge the 4 DOE Program Offices to deliver impact

- **Governance Structure**
  
  Explore typology framework

- **Mission Use Case**
  
  Identify a working group for pilot

- **Partnership Vehicle**
  
  Create umbrella CRADA

- **Industry Access**
  
  Socialize patent R&D library

- **Collaboration**
  
  Apply change management approach

**NLDC Ask:** Approval to convene a working group to create vision and agenda to facilitate workshop with DOE
Mission and Operations Integration

Reimagining the Implementation of the FFRDC Model

- Recent efforts to improve FFRDC model
- What worked? What didn’t, and why?
- How to encourage broader adoption
- Workshop with NLDC / LOB on ideas

Generative AI Driven Operational Excellence Across Nation Lab Complex

- Harness AI for mission
- Operational focus
- Create Community of Practice

Governance to Accelerate CLEAN Energy RD&D

- Virtual test beds
- Leverage complex
- Straw governance model
- Workshop to explore
Panel 2: People

**Moderator, Emily Smith (AMES)**

**Spotlight, Lorena Basilio (SANDIA)**

**Discovering the National Laboratory Ecosystem (where you fit in the complex)**
Mark Barnes (SRNL), Christian Petrie (ORNL), Lori Basilio (SNL), Bert de Jong (LBNL), Daniel Stephens (PNNL), Emily Smith (AMES), Josh Schaidle (NREL), Ale Hakala (NETL), Barbara Harrison (PPPL)

**Future of Work Reinvented**
Allison Bennett Irion (ANL), Elizabeth Hong-Geller (LANL), Mark Jeffers (FNAL), Lijuan Ruan (BNL), Stefan Vogt (ANL), Elizabeth Wheeler (LLNL)

**Becoming better together: advancing a sense of belonging in the National Laboratories**
Mark Barnes (SRNL), Lorena Basilio (SNLs), Elizabeth Hong-Geller(LANL), Bert de Jong (LBL), Alistair Rogers (BNL), Josh Schaidle (NREL), Elizabeth Wheeler (LLNL)
Topic 2: People. Spotlight Discussion
Discovering the National Lab Ecosystem

Mark Barnes (SRNL),
Lori Basilio (SNL)
Ale Hakala (NETL)
Barbara Harrison (PPPL)
Bert de Jong (LBNL)

Christian Petrie (ORNL)
Josh Schaidle (NREL)
Emily Smith (Ames)
Daniel Stephens (PNNL)
OSELP 2023 - Discovering the National Lab Ecosystem
OSELP has been amazing

OSELP 2023 - Discovering the National Lab Ecosystem
OSELP has been amazing

How do we share what we have gained

OSELP 2023 - Discovering the National Lab Ecosystem
Offer all National Lab staff an “OSELP” experience

OSELP has been amazing

How do we share what we have gained

OSELP 2023 - Discovering the National Lab Ecosystem
National Lab Staff would benefit
National Lab Staff would benefit

We have engaged leadership

OSELP 2023 - Discovering the National Lab Ecosystem
Pilot multi-prong engagement with NL staff

National Lab Staff would benefit

We have engaged leadership
Future of Work Reinvented

Allison Bennett Irion (ANL)
Elizabeth Hong-Geller (LANL)
Mark Jeffers (FNAL)
Lijuan Ruan (BNL)
Stefan Vogt (ANL)
Elizabeth Wheeler (LLNL)
Workforce Incentives - Metrics and Data Development

Shared spaces
- Second campus/satellites
- Collaboration spaces - Drop-in/gym/cafeteria

Seamless digital tools
- Virtual and hybrid meeting efficiencies
- Institutional support

Reduction in bureaucracy
- Streamlined policies
- Reassess signature authority levels

Critical Workspaces

Manager training
- Training to manage hybrid workers
  • 360° feedback

Early career mentoring
- Compare hybrid vs on-site
  • Promotions
  • Publications
  • Stay interviews

Workforce Development

• Communications
• Work-life balance
Becoming better together: advancing a sense of belonging in the National Laboratories

Mark Barnes, Lorena Basilio, Elizabeth Hong-Geller, Bert de Jong, Alistair Rogers, Josh Schaidle, Elizabeth Wheeler
sexual coercion

assault

theft

fraud

bullying

harassment

exclusionary behavior

microaggressions
sexual coercion
assault
theft
fraud
bullying
harassment
microaggressions
exclusionary behavior
National Lab Values

Resilience Promotion Culture

- National Lab best practices & tools to enable employees
- ERGs
- Accountability
- Pronouns
- Situational training
- Bystander training
- DEIA case studies
- Code of conduct

National Lab Values
Panel 2: People

Foster a culture that supports a sense of belonging for everyone in the national laboratory complex to generate a competitive advantage by:

- Putting diversity, equity, inclusivity and allyship at the forefront in all that we do
- Adapting to the needs of today’s workforce
- Personalizing the importance of everyone’s role in mission achievement.
Panel 2: People

Moderator, Emily Smith (AMES)
Spotlight, Lorena Basilio (SANDIA)

Discovering the National Laboratory Ecosystem (where you fit in the complex)
Mark Barnes (SRNL), Christian Petrie (ORNL), Lori Basilio (SNL), Bert de Jong (LBNL), Daniel Stephens (PNNL), Emily Smith (AMES), Josh Schaidle (NREL), Ale Hakala (NETL), Barbara Harrison (PPPL)

Future of Work Reinvented
Allison Bennett Irion (ANL), Elizabeth Hong-Geller (LANL), Mark Jeffers (FNAL), Lijuan Ruan (BNL), Stefan Vogt (ANL), Elizabeth Wheeler (LLNL)

Becoming better together: advancing a sense of belonging in the National Laboratories
Mark Barnes (SRNL), Lorena Basilio (SNLs), Elizabeth Hong-Geller (LANL), Bert de Jong (LBL), Alistair Rogers (BNL), Josh Schaidle (NREL), Elizabeth Wheeler (LLNL)
Panel 3: New Frontiers

Leverage Alumni: Proposed Use Cases to Accelerate Mission Outcomes

Teresa Bailey (LLNL), Lori Basilio (SNL), Alexandra Hakala (NETL), Elizabeth Hong-Geller (LANL), Colin Judge (INL), Lance Kim (LLNL), Josh Schaidle (NREL), Amanda Stegen (PNNL), Wah-Keat Lee (BNL), Mark Jeffers (FNAL), Marlo Maxson (SNL), Christian Petrie (ORNL)

Moderator, Amanda Stegen (PNNL)  
Spotlight, Mark Jeffers (FNAL)

Use Cases
Connecting OSELP Alumni—Marlo Maxson (SNL)  
Strategic Action Network – Alexandra Hakala (NETL)  
Strategic Peer Review – Colin Judge (INL)
Topic 3: New Frontiers. Spotlight Discussion
Goal: Collectively address emerging challenges; share best practices; support the priorities of the NLDC and DOE; and leverage, sustain, and advance trusted relationships that have been built within OSELP.

Benefits

- **Bringing leaders together** – Share best practices, lessons learned, and identify opportunities.
- **Access to experts** – Increases awareness of OLN experts.
- **Support NLDC’s committees**
- **Accelerates the success of lab-directed or lab-funded leadership initiatives.**
Activating the Oppenheimer Leadership Network (OLN) Expertise

Continue to promote and mature the Oppenheimer Leadership Network that was established in 2019.

- Develop a plan for future collaboration with the OLN and other leadership program.
- Establish a comprehensive skills list.
- NLDC Subcommittees share their annual priority list.
  - Connects current and former think pieces
  - Provides feedback on their priorities

Sustaining the DOE-Lab Complex Collective Brain Trusts
Strategic Action Network

How do we play offense against unexpected technology disruption or events?

Alexandra Hakala on behalf of OSELP Cohort 6 Think Piece

1 Day
- Unexpected events without well-defined response

Intermediate Time Scale
- Technological disruption

Time to Plan Strategic Response
- Inability to meet urgent mission need
Framework for the DOE S.A.N.

Complete a stocktake of the S.A.N. response framework to determine the readiness level of response to future disruptive events.

**Immediate Decisions**
- Is it a “black swan”?
- Identify management team
- Align Networks (OLN!)
- Funding & Authorization

**Active S.A.N.**
- Information Sharing Capability at All Levels
- Developing SME team across DOE
- Collaboration beyond DOE
- Utilizing S&T Resources
- Provide input for short term guidelines

**Long-Term Considerations**
- IP Protection
- Liability Protection (Methods & Results)
- Establish Longer-Term Working Group
- Exercise capability with simulated disruptive event/technology
- Opportunity to leverage disruptive technology for positive benefit
Leveraging OSELP Alumni: Pilot a Strategic Peer Review

Colin Judge on behalf of OSELP Cohort 6 Think Piece
Pilot Strategic Peer Review: Data for Decisionmakers

Why a Strategic Peer Review (SPR)?

- Leverages Existing Framework (Battelle Continuous Commissioning Review)
- Provides early review of new mission or expanded mission area
- Complements other assessments, audits, and external advisory committees
- Delivers broad DOE National Laboratory perspective

Identifies blind spots and opportunities

Provides supplementary data needed to make strategic decisions and investments
Strategic Peer Review Approach: Focused on Mission Areas

Proposal

Requesting Laboratory:
- Specifies focus areas
- Selects team
  - Tailored to meet specific need
- Team observations & recommendations provided
  - No findings or required action
  - Can inform investment planning
Leverage & Engage Alumni

➢ Unique expertise
➢ Ecosystem
➢ New perspectives

Accelerate Mission Outcomes
“Big science”

is

People trusting people while embracing innovation and diversity

Oppenheimer science and energy leadership Program Cohort 6
Oppenheimer science and energy leadership Program Cohort 6
OSELP Cohort 6 | Takeaway Quotes

Colin D. Judge (Idaho National Laboratory)
Beyond establishing a strong bond with my fellow cohort members, one take-away from this experience is newfound appreciation for the breadth in capabilities that all 17 DOE laboratories accumulatively manage and utilize for the US interests.

Mark J. Barnes (Savannah River National Laboratory)
Through my participation in OSELP, I visited 16 of the 17 DOE National Labs and learned much about their varied missions, capabilities, sites, programs, history, issues, and successes from their senior management and technical staff. The opportunities offered comparisons and contrasts to SRNL that helps me be a better leader. One exceptional benefit from participating in OSELP is that I have established strong relationships and affection with staff from 15 other National Labs spanning a variety of leadership positions. Those bonds have already been useful in coordinating activities with at least three other National Labs.

Lorena I. Basilio (Sandia National Laboratories)
While the capabilities and expertise that spans the labs are extraordinarily impressive, it was the people that comprise the complex that was most inspiring to me. Common to all our lab visits was a clear passion and dedication to the various mission areas—and these qualities extend to my peer cohort members. So grateful for having met the impressive bunch of leaders in Cohort 6!

Moises E. Smart (SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory)
The OSELP has been a transformative experience for me, personally and professionally. On a professional level, the exposure to the 17 DOE National Labs Complex through OSELP has deepened my appreciation for the immense talent, capabilities, and opportunities within the US National Lab Complex. This system stands unique on a global scale. Personally, through OSELP, I have forged relationships across this complex, building a strong and diverse network. This network has been instrumental in enabling me to learn from the experiences of others. As my career within the complex evolves, the network, bonded by our shared OSELP experiences, will be a valuable asset. It will allow me to leverage our collective strengths to make a more significant impact.

J. Alexandra Hakala (National Energy Technology Laboratory)
We’ve experienced an intense year-long tour of the incredible DOE Laboratory complex. This journey resulted in multiple opportunities for personal enlightenment and growth, development of strong bonds and new friendships across the cohorts, and a new appreciation for the importance of the DOE Labs in enabling development of science and technology solutions for a secure and resilient United States. I’m thankful for the opportunity to be a part of the OSELP community, thankful to have learned so much from my cohort colleagues and about
leadership in the DOE Lab system, and look forward to contributing towards OSELP and the OLN in the future.

**Bert de Jong (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)**
The Oppenheimer program was a unique experience that has given me a view behind the curtains at all the 17 national laboratories. The laboratory complex is unique and diverse, in its missions, cultures, exceptional people, and approach to science and technologies. I have come to appreciate how the laboratories are individual puzzle pieces that make up the laboratory ecosystem focused on delivering for our sponsors and clients. It has been a privilege to learn, both with and from, the extraordinary group of people that have made up this cohort, and through the visit with those from previous cohorts. We have built relationships that will last for the rest of our careers. It has been a privilege!

**Wah-Keat Lee (Brookhaven National Laboratory)**
The wonderful colleagues in our cohort forming a diverse network of people committed to the mission of the national labs - I hope to be able to build on the friendships and trust we have developed this year. The passion and dedication of the people we met at the labs. The amazing, high impact and often incredibly complex work that is being done at the national labs. The importance of open-communications, teamwork and trust. The excitement of the OSELP alumni to give back and continue to engage in the system that has given us this great opportunity.

**Elizabeth Hong-Geller (Los Alamos National Laboratory)**
This OSELP year has reminded me of the excitement and anticipation of my first year of graduate school, where I knew I was going to experience an amazing shared journey - meeting smart, focused, and passionate colleagues, learning from each other, and creating a long-lasting bond of fellowship. Having now visited all 17 National Labs, I am awed by the sheer breadth and depth of science and technology that we perform and the innovation in pushing the boundaries of knowledge for our national security and science missions. Our mentors and teachers, in the form of the National Lab staff with whom we interacted, have inspired us to become the next generation of leaders and shared with us their wisdom on facing complex challenges. I am deeply grateful for being part of the OSELP program and proud to work in the National Lab system.

**Amanda Stegen (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory)**
What a transformative year it has been! Through visiting the 17 labs, my viewpoint has expanded from a single lab to a system-wide perspective. We’ve seen how the labs are shaping the future via new scientific breakthroughs, security advancements, and energy sector transformations. We discovered that while all labs face similar challenges, each has unique strengths. When these unique strengths across the labs are leveraged, scientific advancements are accelerated (e.g. Act 225 TriLab efforts). The Oppenheimer Fellows with members from different labs and backgrounds, can also be leveraged as mission accelerators. The knowledge
acquired through our shared experiences is invaluable. Our relationships, rooted in trust, are committed to cross-lab collaboration and problem-solving. As we advance in our careers, I'm confident we'll maintain connections through OLN and personal networks, with a growth mindset for advancing the DOE mission. I am excited and energized to see what we can accomplish together!

Alistair Rogers (Brookhaven National Laboratory)
It's been interesting to see how many similarities there are across the complex, but also how cultures can be so unique. The chance to have candid conversations with Laboratory leadership about the challenges they face, and their own career paths was extremely valuable. The most rewarding part of the experience was the time spent with an incredible group of like-minded individuals. Almost immediately we had a deep trust and comfort with one another that enabled open, meaningful, and enriching conversations that were both honest and supportive. It’s been an amazing experience, I am deeply grateful for the opportunity, and proud to be an Oppenheimer Fellow.

Marianne Francois (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
Oppenheimer 2023 … what an incredible year! OSELP has been an awe-inspiring experience. Visiting our 17 national science treasures with my peers from the other labs was amazing: the history, the unique facilities, the extraordinary people, and the diverse conversations. I am very thankful to be part of this journey and look forward to continuing contributing to a bright future for the complex and OLN.

Sibendu Som (Argonne National Laboratory)
I now have a more complete understanding of the DOE & NNSA missions and the unique strengths of the national laboratory complex. This is by far the best leadership program that I have been part of. I am extremely thankful to my lab for nominating me, and my cohort members and OSELP team for making this a fun journey. All the labs were so welcoming in not only sharing their strengths but also the grand challenges they face. The level of details provided was just remarkable. I look forward to working with the program through OLN.

Chris Petrie (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
OSELP has far exceeded my expectations and I cannot thank my lab leadership enough for nominating me. The program has changed the way that I think about DOE and my own career. There is no substitute for seeing all 17 national labs in person, building trust and lasting relationships with my fellow cohort members, and having candid conversations with lab leadership regarding the unique challenges that each lab faces and how they relate to systems-level challenges for DOE.

Mark Kemp (SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory)
The OSELP experience is something that I will draw on from years to come as we look to execute on the critical mission of the DOE. The access to both the successes as well as struggles of the labs offers a perspective that is invaluable, and actionable. Although I’m deeply appreciative of
the chance to personally grow through this leadership program, I think broad exposure to the leadership within the national laboratories helps shine a light on the ideas and initiatives that are ripe for pushing forward.

**Lijuan Ruan (Brookhaven National Laboratory)**
This is the most unique program I have been on. I appreciate the opportunity to meet my amazing cohort members. I will miss you guys like crazy. I appreciate the different perspectives from all of you for our lab visits. I also learn how difficult or challenging it is to run a lab with a critical mission and tight budget. I appreciate the time each Lab Leadership Team gave to us. The invaluable OSELP experience will certainly have a long and profound impact on how I think about things and how I implement some of the strategies we learned.

**Stefan Vogt (Argonne National Laboratory)**
This has been a truly amazing experience that has expanded my horizons in many ways. Seeing the 17 National labs in person has significantly improved my understanding of the breadth and scope of the complex, and helped position our work into the bigger picture. Getting to know amazing people and colleagues in the labs and the cohort was wonderful. To top it off, the program reminded me why I studied physics and why I decided to work in this area.

**Matt Toups (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory)**
I have no doubt that the year I’ve spent as an Oppenheimer Fellow will be one of the most formative of my career. I cannot overstate how much the access to candid conversations with laboratory management and the exposure to the diversity of missions across the DOE complex has broadened my horizons. Sharing this experience with a cohort of driven leaders who are now my trusted colleagues has unveiled a network of like-minded individuals who are passionate about the work that the DOE is doing. Their dedication to solving the common challenges facing our national laboratories has been inspirational for me and reignited my passion for meeting the urgent missions facing our nation.

**Elizabeth Wheeler (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)**
To say this has been a once in a career opportunity would be such an understatement! More than just the incredible opportunity to visit and learn about all 17 national labs and have such frank open conversations on all many of topics, it’s the people who have been the true highlight of this program. Sharing this experience with such a broad group of dedicated passionate individuals has created friendships and connections that will benefit both myself and the labs and last a lifetime. It has been a privilege to be part of this amazing group of individuals that represents the true values of the National Lab complex. Thanks for a year full of learning, self-exploration, deep reflection, and connection!

**Josh Schaidle (National Renewable Energy Laboratory)**
This year and this program has been transformational. I have greater clarity and deeper appreciation of the mission and complexity of the DOE and the National Laboratory system, have made life-long friends (and fellow Goodr aficionados), and feel invigorated and empowered to tackle our most difficult challenges. I am honored to be a part of this program, appreciative of NREL’s leadership who nominated me, and humbled to call those in the OSELP network my peers. This program has reinforced my passion for altruistic science and research for the betterment of our society, our nation, and our world.

Joe Stoffa (National Energy Technology Laboratory)
I am tremendously grateful to have participated in OSELP; every aspect of the experience has been superlative. My most valuable takeaways are an understanding of how to champion ideas within the National Laboratory system, an appreciation of the breadth and complexity of activities occurring within the labs, and the development of fruitful relationships with super high agency people. I know that other cohort members have similarly benefitted, and I’m certain that OSELP provides a significant positive contribution to the effectiveness of the National Labs.

Jimmy Fung (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
The OSELP, my cohort peers, our national labs, and the people we met went way beyond my expectations! I’m grateful to lab leadership for giving me this opportunity, and I’m deeply encouraged to know that I can reach out and tap into the collective trust and problem-solving capabilities of our national laboratory complex. I’ve seen amazing science, mission, operations, but also deep issues and how challenges were overcome to produce successes that are protecting and saving the world. Laboratory visits and weeks of discussions (without phones and laptops!) have opened my mind to new ways of thinking that I can take back to my laboratory. Thank you!

Andres Castaneda (Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory)
Prior to my participation in OSELP I had not visited any other laboratory. My understanding of the DOE Complex was limited to my short experience within PPPL. Visiting the other 16 Laboratories, learning from their leadership about their respective missions, challenges, and aspirations and receiving their guidance of how to approach lab leadership has been transformative. My new appreciation for the breadth of impact the labs have on our nation has energized me and has given me a visceral sense of belonging to the collective Mission. Having said that, perhaps even more valuable have been the connections I’ve made with my cohort. They have inspired me. They are not only my colleagues; they are my friends. This has been an invaluable and once in a lifetime experience for me. Thank you!

Marlo M. Maxson (Sandia National Laboratories)
This past year has been an honor and incredible experience for me. It has been truly transformative, and I am confident that the skills and knowledge I have gained will serve me
well in my future endeavors. Participating in the OSELP has enriched my knowledge and given me an opportunity to learn about the amazing work that is being performed across the DOE Complex. I have gained invaluable insights and skills that I will use to become a better leader. Thank you to this OSELP team for educating me, and sharing your experiences with me.

**Jens Dilling (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)**
The OSELP provided me with the unique opportunity to learn about the DOE laboratory complex in the best possible way: through the dedicated and engaged people who work there. Visiting the labs, having a chance to talk candidly to the leadership teams as well as to many people who help execute the mission, opened my eyes for what is possible within the DOE network. Those experiences paired with the network of my OSELP fellows will enable me to reach new goals and motivate me to do more. Thank you.

**Allison Bennett Irion (Argonne National Laboratory)**
I am grateful to be part of the energizing, insightful OSELP experience and network. It is motivating to be counted in the ranks of Cohort 6, where we built diverse and deep connections with inspiring peers that remind me on a daily basis what an honor it is to contribute to missions and challenges of national importance with thoughtful and capable people across the national laboratory complex. OSELP provided candid exposure to how our national laboratory complex is structured and functions, including dealing with internal and external challenges. Thank you for the opportunity to learn and grow through OSELP.

**Michelle Slovensky (National Renewable Energy Laboratory)**
The OSELP experience has been a profound privilege, offering a remarkable year-long journey of continuous learning and personal growth. I'm grateful to my leadership team for believing in me and providing the opportunity to be part of this extraordinary community. The laboratory site visits were particularly impressive, revealing unique capabilities that differed from my own campus. These experiences broadened my perspective on synergies within the DOE complex. A highlight was the reinforcement of my passion for a team science approach, with collaborative exchanges solidifying the belief in its effectiveness. This appreciation will shape my future endeavors.

**Teresa Bailey (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)**
Being a part of OSELP has been a very unique and rewarding part of my career. I highly value the opportunity to learn about the breadth and depth of DOE laboratory missions and capabilities from the senior management teams at each of the laboratories. The most valuable part of the experience was the collaboration and mentoring I received from my fellow cohort team members. We were able to discuss challenging technical and leadership issues in depth over the course of the year. Learning about the diversity of experiences and opinions each person had as a part of DOE has been a big part of my education and professional development this year.
"Coming together is a beginning,
staying together is progress,
and working together is success."

Henry Ford
Members of Cohort 6 with Kim Budil, Paul Kearns, and their graduation plaques.
Panel 2: People

Foster a culture that supports a sense of belonging for everyone in the national laboratory complex to generate a competitive advantage by:

- Putting diversity, equity, inclusivity and allyship at the forefront in all that we do
- Adapting to today’s workforce
- Personalizing the importance of everyone’s role in mission achievement.

Emily Smith, Ames, moderates the capstone panel on People.

Matt Toups, FNAL, moderates the capstone panel on Mission and Operations.
Allison Bennet Irion, ANL, begins the capstone.

Daniel Stephens, PNNL, presents a think-piece during the session on People.
Kim Budil, LLNL Director and outgoing NLDC Chair, and Paul Kearns, ANL Director and incoming NLDC Chair, welcome the cohort.

The cohort presents Kevin and Sue with Oppenheimer bobble heads.
Teresa Bailey is a 15-year Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory employee who is a nuclear engineer by training. She is the Associate Program Director for the Weapon Simulation and Computing/Computational Physics (WSC/CP) program in Weapons and Complex Integration (WCI). In this role, she oversees 10 major software projects that deliver multiple, state-of-the-art multiphysics simulation codes. These codes represent a cornerstone capability used routinely to support LLNL Weapons and Global Security missions. Currently, the WSC/CP program, in strong partnership with the WSC/Livermore Computing program, is focused on porting and optimizing these codes for the El Capitan architecture, ultimately demonstrating national success for exascale high-performance computing.
Mark Barnes
Director of Research Enterprise Management
Savannah River National Laboratory

Dr. Barnes is the Director of Research Enterprise Management at the Savannah River National Laboratory (SRNL). In this role, Dr. Barnes is tasked with strengthening SRNL’s research community and capabilities, building its reputation as a valued partner, and improving SRNL’s research practices through ideation, integration, proposal enhancement, developing partnerships, and providing leadership to the SRNL research community. Previously, Dr. Barnes served as the Deputy Associate Laboratory Director for the Science and Technology Directorate, overseeing SRNL core competencies and managing cross-cutting capabilities for SRNL’s programmatic directorates. Prior to technical management, Dr. Barnes was a Fellow Scientist in SRNL whose work centered on the application of physical inorganic and organic chemistry to the nuclear processing industry. His responsibilities involved technical support to several major nuclear processing facilities at the Department of Energy's Savannah River Site with emphasis on nuclear waste separations and waste management. Dr. Barnes has over 30 years of experience at SRNL and has leadership experience in multiple contract transitions, both as a researcher and leader.
Lorena Basilio
Senior Manager
Sandia National Labs

Lorena Basilio received her M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in electrical engineering from the University of Houston in 1998 and 2003, respectively. Her concentration was in the area of electromagnetics, with a focus on microstrip antenna design and analysis, to include the computational and experimental characterization of various reduced surface-wave antennas during her Ph.D.. In September 2003 she joined the Electromagnetics and Plasma Physics Department at Sandia National Laboratories as a technical staff member and went on to serve in as the first-line manager from 2015 thru 2019. She is presently the senior manager of the Threat Assessments Group in the National Security Programs division of the laboratory, with programs of responsibility associated with various elements of the Intelligence Community. Her current research interests include emerging disruptive technologies and technology convergence, particularly with respect to the overall implications to national security.
Allison Bennett Irion
Director, Supply Chain Research, Nuclear Technologies and National Security (NTNS)
Argonne National Laboratory

Allison Bennett Irion serves on the senior leadership team for both the Advanced Energy Technologies (AET) and Nuclear Technologies and National Security (NTNS) directorates as the Director of Supply Chain Research. She develops and coordinates a lab-wide strategy to enhance Argonne’s supply chain impacts, bringing together analytical and experimental capabilities to address national security and clean energy challenges.

Bennett Irion brings nearly 20 years of DOE complex experience as a systems engineer with expertise in nuclear nonproliferation and supply chain optimization for DOE, DOD and DHS sponsors, including assignments in Washington, DC and London, UK. She manages Argonne’s support to DOE/NNSA’s Global Material Security Office (NA-21) and DOE’s Office of Manufacturing and Energy Supply Chains (MESC).

She currently serves as an officer in both the U.S. Navy and U.S. Merchant Marine. The Atlantic Council selected Bennett Irion as a 2021-2022 Veteran in Advanced Energy Fellow and she was recently selected by DOE as an Oppenheimer Science and Energy Leadership distinguished fellow. Bennett Irion is a graduate of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).
Brent Blue
Program Manager, National Security Applications (NSA)
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Dr. Brent Blue is the National Security Applications (NSA) Program Manager in the NIF and Photon Sciences Directorate at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. The NSA Program designs and executes experiments that study physics relevant to weapons effects, radiation effects, basic plasma physics, and nuclear forensics. His current research focuses on nuclear survivability testing for the W87-1, the Ground Based Strategic Deterrent, and other strategic systems on the National Ignition Facility (NIF) in Livermore, CA. Dr. Blue also supports experiments in the national inertial confinement fusion (ICF) program and the high-energy-density stockpile stewardship program, both of which are part of the National Nuclear Security Agency’s core defense programs mission. He holds a PhD, MS, and BS in Electrical Engineering from UCLA. He has authored over 60 articles in the areas of laser based and pulsed power ICF, plasma diagnostics, ICF target fabrication, and advanced particle accelerators.
Andres Castaneda
Quality Assurance Program Manager
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory

Andres Castaneda serves as the QA Program Manager for PPPL. Andres started at PPPL in 2018 as Quality Engineer, immediately contributing to the NSTX-U Recovery Project by providing multi-month international (Italy) oversight of the preparation of NSTX-U’s Inner PF conductor. Upon his return, he was appointed the NSTX-U Recovery QA Representative, acting as QA point of contact for all project needs. Andres still serves as NSTX-U QAR. Upon the retirement of key personnel within the QA department in early 2022, Andres took on the role of QA Program Manager and, along with his group, supports the QA/QC needs of the various projects, experiments, and collaborations taking place at PPPL.

Prior to joining PPPL, Andres spent ten years as a Quality professional in the commercial HVAC and aerospace manufacturing industries. In his latest role prior to PPPL, he was Quality Manager and AS9100 Management Representative for k-Technology, a Division of Boyd Corporation, providing highly specialized thermal management solutions to the Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) Program.

Andres maintains professional certifications in Quality Engineering (CQE) and Quality Auditing (CQA) from the American Society for Quality (ASQ) and holds a BS in Mechanical Engineering with a Minor in Mathematics from Tulane University. Andres enjoys playing basketball and is an avid chess player, occasionally competing in over the board tournaments.
Wibe Albert de Jong

Department Head/Group Leader, Applied Mathematics and Computational Research Division

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Bert de Jong is a senior scientist at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, where he serves as the Department Head for Computational Sciences in the Applied Mathematics and Computational Research Division. He also leads the Applied Computing for Scientific Discovery Group, which advances scientific computing by developing and enhancing applications in key disciplines, as well as developing tools and libraries for addressing general problems in computational science. de Jong has supervised over 80 postdocs, graduate students and undergraduate students.

de Jong is the deputy director of the Quantum Systems Accelerator, which is part of the National Quantum Initiative. In addition, he is the team director of the Accelerated Research for Quantum Computing (ARQC) Team AIDE-QC, funded by DOE ASCR, focused on developing software stacks, algorithms, and computer science and applied mathematics solutions for chemical sciences and other fields on near-term quantum computing devices. He is also a co-PI on the ARQC team FAR-QC (led out of Sandia). He is also part of LBNL’s quantum testbed, developing superconducting qubits. He is the LBNL lead for the BES QIS project (led out of PNNL), where he is focusing on new approaches for encoding wave functions and embedding quantum systems.

de Jong is a co-PI within the DOE ASCR Exascale Computing Project (ECP) as the LBNL lead for the NWChemEx effort, contributing to the development of an exascale computational chemistry code. He is the LBNL lead for the Basic Energy Sciences SPEC Computational Chemistry Center (led out of PNNL), where he is working on reduced scaling MCSCF and beyond GW approaches for molecules. He is also a co-PI on the BES Rare Earth Project, where he focuses on using machine learning and computational chemistry to discover new materials for rare earth separation.

He leads an effort on machine learning for chemical sciences, focused on developing deep learning networks (GANs and autoencoders) for the prediction of structure-function relationships and is developing approaches for inverse design. As part of this effort, his team developed the ML4Chem Python package.

In 2020 de Jong was elected as a Fellow of the AAAS. de Jong publication record consists of 130 journal publications, 20 conference papers, 7 book chapters, one 1 edited book and an H-index of 41. More details can be found on Google Scholar or Publons. He is the Founding Editor-in-Chief for the IOP journal Electronic Structure, and a Principal Editor for Computer Physics Communications.

Prior to joining Berkeley Lab, de Jong was with the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL). There he led the High-Performance Software Development Group responsible for NWChem at the Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory (EMSL), a national scientific user facility providing integrated experimental and computational resources for environmental molecular science research. de Jong earned his doctorate in theoretical chemistry in 1998 from the University of Groningen in the Netherlands. He earned his master’s in chemistry from the University of Groningen in 1993 and his
bachelor’s degree in chemical engineering from the Technical College of Leeuwarden, the Netherlands, in 1990. He was a postdoctoral fellow at PNNL before transitioning to a staff member in 2000.
Jens Dilling is the Director of Institutional Strategic Planning at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). He facilitates and oversees the strategic positioning of the laboratory for Science and Technologies in the fields of nuclear, energy, physical sciences, computing, neutron sciences, biological and environmental systems, and national security. Jens is also responsible for the Laboratory Directed Research and Development (LDRD) portfolio of the laboratory. Jens has a joint appointment with Duke University.

Jens received his undergrad degree (Diplom) and Ph.D. from the University of Heidelberg in Germany in Atomic and Nuclear Physics. During his studies he carried out research at the Helmholtz Center GSI Darmstadt and the European Center for Nuclear Research (CERN). Prior to coming to ORNL in 2021, he spent 20 years at Canada’s National Laboratory for Accelerator Sciences, TRIUMF and the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, Canada in various roles, most recently (2015-2021) as the Associated Laboratory Director (ALD) for Physical Sciences.

Jens is an experimental nuclear physicist and one of the leaders in the field of precision experiments for fundamental and applied nuclear physics with atomic physics techniques. He is a Fellow of the American Physical Society (APS), he received the APS Pipkin Award, the Vogt-Medal of the Canadian Association of Physicists, a Service Medal of the Canadian National Research Council, and the Rutherford Medal of the Royal Society of Canada.
Dr. Marianne Francois is currently the division leader of the Theoretical Division at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), a large multidisciplinary research organization composed of 6 groups (Physics and Chemistry of Materials; Nuclear and Particle Physics, Astrophysics, Cosmology; Fluid Dynamics and Solid Mechanics; Condensed Matter and Complex Systems; Applied Mathematics and Plasma Physics; Theoretical Biology and Biophysics) and one center, the Center for Non-Linear Studies (CNLS). The division delivers fundamental and applied science for various DOE programs. Prior to becoming division leader, Marianne was the program manager for Physics and Engineering Model for the NNSA Advanced Simulation and Computing (ASC) program (2018-2020), the Group Leader of the Methods and Algorithms Group in the X-Computational Physics Division (2015-2018), the Deputy Group Leader of the Fluid Dynamics and Solid Mechanics Group in the Theoretical Division (2012-2015), a scientist (2005-2012) and postdoc (2002-2004) in the Computer, Computational and Statistical Sciences Division.

Marianne is a recognized expert in computational fluid dynamics, multiphase and multi-materials flows and the associated numerical methods used to solve problems across a spectrum of open science and national security applications. Her expertise and leadership skills have led her to make critical scientific and technical contributions to the NNSA and the broader DOE mission. She is also the lead for the National Security Applications within the DOE Exascale Computing Project.

Marianne received her PhD in Aerospace Engineering from the University of Florida in 2002, her Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering from Embry-Riddle University in 1998, and her Diplome d’Ingenieur in Engineering Physics from EPF in France in 1997. In her leisure time, Marianne enjoys flying (she is a licensed pilot) and volunteering with local STEM organization.
Jimmy Fung is the deputy division leader of the X-Computational Physics Division at the Los Alamos National Laboratory, with a broad, comprehensive knowledge of weapons physics and significant experience in mission-critical production software development, weapons applications, and design community support. He enjoys technical leadership and collaborations in Computational Physics and Numerical Methods, Aeronautics, Applied Physics, and Mechanical Engineering. He cares a lot about people and invests heavily in others through leadership training, coaching, and peer network strategic thinking.

Jimmy came to Los Alamos in 2005 to join what was X Division at the time. Prior to that, Jimmy was awarded his Ph.D. in Aeronautics from the California Institute of Technology and his bachelor’s degree in Aerospace Engineering from Virginia Tech. He is married and has three children, each in Elementary, Middle, and High School. Jimmy is active at Crossroads Bible Church in Los Alamos, and he’s a big fan of English Premier League soccer and Arsenal Football Club.
Alexandra Hakala

Research Physical Scientist and Senior Fellow, Geologic and Environmental Systems, Research and Innovation Center
National Energy Technology Laboratory

Dr. Hakala is an Environmental Geochemist whose research interests focus on how chemical reactions can increase the efficiency of producing energy while minimizing environmental impacts, and how to monitor the sources of fluids and gases in natural systems. She currently is on detail as the Senior Fellow for Geologic and Environmental Systems at the National Energy Technology Laboratory, where she leads multidisciplinary research teams to execute geoscience-based R&D focused on ensuring prudent development of natural resources for energy extraction, water management, and climate change mitigation. Dr. Hakala is the author of 60+ technical publications and mentor to over 30 students and/or postdocs during her career at NETL. She earned her A.B. cum laude in Geosciences with a Certificate in Environmental Studies from Princeton University in 2003, and her Ph.D. in the School of Earth Sciences at The Ohio State University in 2008 where she was a U.S. EPA Science to Achieve Results Graduate Fellow. She started as an ORISE post-doctoral research associate at NETL in 2008 and became a NETL research scientist in 2009. While at NETL, Dr. Hakala has led multiple projects related to onshore unconventional shale gas development and geochemical monitoring for carbon storage risk assessment as both a portfolio leader and principal investigator and received a Presidential Early Career Award for Scientists and Engineers in 2017.
Barbara Harrison is the diversity, equity, and inclusion manager in the Office of Human Resources at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory. She joined PPPL in 2018 as the talent acquisition partner. In this role, she led the hiring and diversity initiatives at the laboratory. In 2020, she was promoted to the position of diversity, equity, and inclusion manager after making a significant impact on diversity in the recruiting space.

In her current role, she is focused on promoting diversity, inclusion, equity, and accessibility throughout the laboratory and developing a strong STEM pipeline to the future workforce. As the DEI manager, Barbara leads PPPL’s diversity, equity, inclusion, and accessibility strategy, and serves as a trusted strategic advisor to leadership and all of PPPL’s business partners for diversity, equity, inclusion, and accessibility organizational strategy and mission. She is in charge of promoting diversity, equity, inclusion and accessibility (DEIA) through strategic executive advisement, learning and development, compliance, and recruitment. Additionally, Barbara is responsible for providing stewardship to the lab’s Diversity Equity, Inclusion, and Accessibility Council and the PPPL employee resource groups (ERG’s).

Barbara’s past experience includes over 20 years of recruiting within the healthcare industry.

She has a bachelor's degree in liberal studies from Rider University and has an inclusion and diversity certification through Princeton University Human Resources.

Barbara lives with her spouse in Westampton, New Jersey. She has two daughters, Brittney and Jade. In her spare time, she enjoys spending time with family and friends, traveling, reading, and shopping.
Dr. Elizabeth Hong-Geller received her Ph.D. in molecular and cell biology from MIT in 1997, and her B.A. in biochemistry from Columbia University in 1991. She brings ~25 years of experience in the bioscience and biodefense communities. Dr. Hong-Geller is currently the Division Leader of the Bioscience Division at LANL and leads a scientific staff of ~150 in biology-focused R&D for national security and energy security mission space with an annual budget of ~$65M. In her prior role as scientist, she was a cell and molecular biologist focused on understanding host-pathogen interactions and mechanisms of disease and has been the PI on competitively-funded projects from DTRA, DHS, LDRD, and the intelligence community. Her research included RNA interference screens to identify key host genes required for *Yersinia* and *Burkholderia* infection, function of regulatory small RNAs in high-risk pathogens, and bacterial persistence mechanisms. She has also worked on the design of chimeric proteins to inhibit *Staphylococcus aureus* superantigens, host immune responses to beryllium exposure, and Toll-like receptor 4 function in innate immunity. She has directed Select Agent work for the study of *Y. pestis* and *B. anthracis*, and has been part of the team to host multiple CDC site visits and reviews of the Select Agent Program. In addition, she has been serving as a Biology SME Lead for several projects that crosscut the LANL Weapons Program, including a long-term partnership with NNSA Tri-Lab peers at Sandia and Livermore National Labs, by providing bioscience expertise and capabilities in microbiology, genomics and bioinformatics, mass spectrometry analysis, and risk assessment. She played a leadership role as the LANL POC for the Next-Generation Lab-Testing Working Group for the National Virtual Biotechnology Laboratory (NVBL), a consortium of national labs focused on COVID-19 R&D, and coordinated a variety of LANL research efforts on COVID-19, including affinity reagent development for novel diagnostics, bioinformatics analysis of viral evolution and probe/primer design, structural analyses of viral-host interactions, and technical reachback for alternative reagents and testing strategies. She is a recipient of a LANL Individual Distinguished Performance Award in 2020 for her work with the NVBL. She is also the LANL POC for the DOE Office of Science Biological and Environmental Research (BER) Biological Systems Science Division.
Mark Jeffers
Division Director, Infrastructure Services Division
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

Mark Jeffers is the Division Director for the Infrastructure Services Division which oversees the planning, design, construction, operations & maintenance, and support logistics of facilities and infrastructure at Fermilab. He has been with Fermilab for approximately four years. Prior to his tenure at the Lab, Mark held a series of leadership roles with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, in the private industry with an architectural-engineering firm, and as a nuclear engineering officer with the US Navy. Mark holds a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering from the Milwaukee School of Engineering and masters’ degrees in energy engineering and business administration, both from the University of Illinois - Chicago. Additional professional experience can be found on his LinkedIn profile @ https://www.linkedin.com/in/mark-jeffers/.
Colin Judge
*Idaho National Laboratory*
*Characterization & Post-Irradiation Examination Director*

Dr. Judge has extensive nuclear industry experience using advanced characterization and post-irradiation examination techniques to assess fuel performance, environmental degradation, and fitness-for-service of operating reactor technologies and advanced reactor concepts. He has authored more than 45 peer-reviewed manuscripts and more than 100 commercial reports in the fields of material science, characterization, and mechanical property degradation.

Dr. Judge received his bachelor’s and master’s degrees in engineering from Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario, and his doctorate degree from McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario. He joined the Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (now known as the Canadian Nuclear Laboratories), where he worked in the fields of fuel development and materials science. Upon joining INL in 2019, Dr. Judge has been in the role of industry programs lead for the Nuclear Science User Facilities and the department manager for the Irradiation Fuels and Materials Department in NS&T. In his current role, Division Director for Characterization & Post-Irradiation Examination, Dr. Judge is the management authority for the Hot Fuels Examination Facility (HFEF), the Neutron Radiography (NRAD) experimental TRIGA reactor, the Irradiated Materials Characterization Laboratory (IMCL), the Electron Microscopy Laboratory (EML), and the Sample Preparation Laboratory (SPL) currently under construction.
Mark Kemp
Deputy Associate Laboratory Director - Technology Innovation
Division Director - RF Accelerator Research
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory

Dr. Mark Kemp is the Deputy Associate Laboratory Director for the Technology Innovation Directorate at SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. In addition, he is the Division Director of the RF Accelerator Research Division and is a Senior Staff Scientist.

Mark’s role includes leading a division of 60 technicians, engineers, scientists, faculty, and students. The mission of the Division is to develop high power RF sources, RF accelerators, and their associated technologies. The goal is to deliver innovative scientific instruments and solutions to challenges of national importance. The Division’s portfolio is split between delivering technology for core SLAC scientific instruments and external strategic partners.

Mark also serves roles as project manager and/or science lead (PI) for several projects. These include compact accelerators for national security applications, high-efficiency RF sources for reduced energy consumption, and mechanical antennas for portable long-range communication.

Mark received his PhD from the University of Missouri in 2008 in Electrical Engineering.
Lance Kim

*Analyst, International Assessments, Z Program*
*Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory*

Lance Kim is an engineer and policy analyst executing technical all-source intelligence analysis in support of the foreign nuclear program intelligence mission at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Kim leads analysis on a high visibility target with responsibilities for producing and briefing finished intelligence products that characterize the nuclear threats posed by US adversaries. Kim collaborates with peers across the national labs and government agencies, continuing a distinguished Z Program tradition of providing credible and timely analytic support on priority national security matters to a diverse consumer audience.

Kim joined Lawrence Livermore and Z Program in 2017. During his first few years in Z Program, he built an analytic portfolio within International Assessments and produced exemplar products noted for their analytic integrity by the Office of the Director of National Intelligence. His contributions to the laboratory’s broader nonproliferation mission include safeguards policy and outreach, machine learning, and strategic planning for advanced reactors.

Kim brings prior industry, international, think tank, and government experience to his role as an intelligence analyst. He previously consulted in the advanced nuclear industry and researched nuclear security matters at the European Commission Joint Research Centre, at the RAND Corporation as a Stanton Fellow, and as a Public Policy and Nuclear Threats Fellow. He began his career supporting reactor safety analysis at the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission and safeguards equipment at the International Atomic Energy Agency. He graduated from the University of California, Berkeley with a Ph.D. in nuclear engineering, an M.P.P. from the Goldman School of Public Policy, and a B.S. in mechanical and nuclear engineering.
Katya Le Blanc
Senior Human Factors Scientist
Idaho National Laboratory

Katya Le Blanc is a senior human factors scientist whose research has improved operator interfaces for control of energy systems including nuclear power plant equipment in the field and in the control room, transmission system technologies, and interfaces for accelerator control systems. She is a skilled researcher who investigates a diverse range of topics from human factors in cyber security to developing innovative methods to measure human performance in complex environments. She is a passionate mentor who prioritizes developing students and junior members of her team to reach their full potential as researchers. She has demonstrated leadership as a principal investigator for more than a dozen projects and is currently the deputy national technical director of the cyber security program for the Department of Energy’s office of Nuclear Energy. Katya has over 100 technical publications in the subject of human factors in the energy sector. She is a senior member of IEEE and holds a PhD and master’s degree in cognitive psychology from New Mexico State University and a BS in psychology from New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology.
Wah-Keat Lee is the Experiment Development Program Manager at the National Synchrotron Light Source II (NSLS-II) at Brookhaven National Laboratory. This program oversees Beamline R&D, Beamline Engineering and Research Operations. He also serves as the Project Director for the NEXT-III Project at NSLS-II, whose goal is to build 8-12 new beamlines. He received his Ph.D. in Physics from the University of Pennsylvania and his B.S.E. in Electrical Engineering and Mathematics from Duke University.

He began his career at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory as a postdoc, working in high heat load x-ray optics. He later moved into x-ray imaging where he led the development and operation of the 32-ID beamline. His imaging work focused on the development very high-speed imaging, and the use of x-rays to study insect physiology. He joined the NSLS-II in 2011 and led the development and operations of the 18-ID Full Field X-ray Imaging beamline.
Marlo Maxson currently leads Sandia National Laboratories' Strategic Systems Engineering, Operations, and Programs Group as its Senior Manager and Operations Deputy. In this role, Marlo is instrumental in helping to craft and implement the organizational vision and objectives of Sandia’s Global Security Division. Her work in supporting long-range objectives and strategic planning by identifying and acting on external and internal issues and risks is vital in maintaining the health of the Global Security portfolio.

During her extensive career at Sandia, Marlo has served in numerous management and technical project leader roles, allowing her to demonstrate her experience in strategy, planning, developing, and implementing cutting-edge solutions to address program needs across multiple areas of the Laboratories. Marlo’s wide-reaching accomplishments include leading transition and organizational improvement efforts; developing and implementing aggressive, multiyear program roadmaps; providing logistical support for external and internal stakeholders; and building effective, strong, and growing partnerships for Sandia and her staff.

Marlo’s specializations include strategic planning, program/project management, configuration management, risk management, earned value management systems, quality management, and materials management/inventory. She is an enthusiastic, creative, and passionate leader who seeks to understand customer expectations, problems, and needs while focusing on the level of rigor, relevancy, and relationships.

Marlo holds a BBA in Marketing from the Robert O. Anderson School of Management at the University of New Mexico and holds numerous certifications, including as a Project Management Professional (PMP), Configuration Management (CM) II, and as a Certified Scrum Master.
Dr. Christian M. Petrie is a Senior R&D Staff member and leads the Advanced Fuel Fabrication and Instrumentation Group of the Nuclear Energy and Fuel Cycle Division at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. His research focuses on nuclear fuel development and accelerated fuel qualification. More specifically, Dr. Petrie is investigating additive manufacturing techniques for fabricating nuclear fuel components with embedded sensors and using accelerated, separate effects testing to understand the effects of neutron irradiation on fuel performance and sensor operation.

Dr. Petrie received his B.S. (2010) in Mechanical Engineering, and his M.S. (2011) and Ph.D. (2014) in Nuclear Engineering from The Ohio State University. He has published over 100 peer reviewed journal manuscripts, conference papers, and book chapters, and 4 US non-provisional patent applications. He has received multiple awards, including the Landis Young Member Engineering Award from the American Nuclear Society, for his leadership in developing novel irradiation capabilities, fiber optic sensors, and advanced manufacturing processes for embedding sensors to accelerate qualification of new nuclear materials.
Alistair Rogers

Group Leader, Terrestrial Ecosystem Science and Technology Group
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Alistair is a Senior Scientist with the Distinction of Tenure, and the Group Leader of the Terrestrial Ecosystem Science and Technology Group in the Department of Environmental & Climate Sciences at Brookhaven National Laboratory. He is also a member of the graduate program faculty in the Department of Ecology & Evolution at Stony Brook University, and a handling editor at the Journal of Experimental Botany. He has a Joint Honors Degree in Biochemistry & Botany (University of Wales, Bangor, UK) and a Ph.D. in Biology (University of Essex, UK). Alistair is a plant physiologist. His work is focused on increasing mechanistic understanding of the physiological processes that impact plant responses to global change, and representation of that process knowledge in Global Climate Models. His research has been undertaken in many natural and managed ecosystems including crop systems, and temperate forests, and most recently tropical forests and Arctic tundra. He is currently on the leadership team of two large multidisciplinary, multi-institutional projects sponsored by the Office of Biological and Environmental Research: Next Generation Ecosystem Experiments (NGEE) – Arctic, and NGEE – Tropics, and the National Virtual Biosecurity for Bioenergy Crops Center at Brookhaven. In 2022 he was elected as a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and is a three-time recipient of the Department of Energy Office of Science, Undergraduate Research Program, Outstanding Mentor award. He is also a trained facilitator for ADVANCE Geo—a partnership that aims to address the problem of harassment and exclusion in the Earth, space, and environmental sciences. He is currently serving as the Interim Chair of the Environmental & Climate Sciences Department.
Lijuan Ruan
Senior Physicist of Physics Department
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Lijuan Ruan is a Senior Physicist of Physics Department at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). She received her PhD from the University of Science and Technology of China in 2005, was a postdoctoral fellow at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and a Goldhaber Fellow at BNL prior to becoming a staff scientist at BNL in 2010. She is the STAR group leader and STAR experiment co-
Spokesperson. Her research involves experimental studies of the Quark-gluon Plasma and phase diagram of quantum chromodynamics utilizing heavy ion collisions. She received the Young Scientist in Nuclear Physics Award from the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics in 2010 and a DOE Early Career Award in 2013. A principal author on many of STAR’s scientific publications, she has also published numerous papers on detector development and given many major invited plenary talks at international conferences. She has mentored 11 PhD students and 7 postdoctoral fellows.
Josh Schaidle is the director of the Chemical Catalysis for Bioenergy (ChemCatBio) Consortium and has been recognized as a Distinguished Member of the Research Staff at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). He also serves as the Chief of Staff for the Bioenergy Science and Technology Directorate and NREL’s program manager for the Office of Fossil Energy and Carbon Management. Josh received his B.S. in Chemical Engineering from the University of California-Santa Barbara in 2006, his Ph.D. in Chemical Engineering from the University of Michigan in 2011, with a concentration in environmental sustainability, and his Distinguished Leadership Certificate from the Ross Business School at the University of Michigan in 2020. He seeks to build and empower diverse, multi-disciplinary teams to accelerate technology development to address climate change. His dream is to create a future in which the quality of life for each and every person is no longer a compromise between sustainability and affordability.
Michelle Slovensky  
*Program Manager, Intelligent Campus*  
*National Renewable Energy Laboratory*

Michelle is an agent of change with deep expertise in the areas of resource management, data analytics, technical leadership in high-performance buildings and green infrastructure, and integration of resilience into business operations. As NREL’s Intelligent Campus Program Manager, she leads a multi-disciplinary team of researchers, analysts, and operations staff to utilize the campus as a research instrument. Michelle’s pioneering work has helped enhance NREL’s strategic leadership in energy systems modeling and deployment of research integration in site operations. She has stewarded the collection, use and management of data in novel ways to inform decision making through the construct of a digital twin platform. Michelle is an effective collaborator with scientists in a variety of clean energy sectors to deploy test-bed pilots that inform pre-commercialization technology transfer for smart campus innovations. These investigations deliver significant value for sustainability and operational resiliency to steward NREL’s own operational footprint.

DOE HQ recognizes Michelle as a key contributor in positioning NREL as a sustainability leader and a mentor to guide replication at other federal sites. As NREL’s Net Zero Laboratory Pilot Lead she orchestrates the implementation of a tactical roadmap to decarbonize NREL’s laboratory operations and collaborating with INL, PNNL, and NETL to scale deployment within the national laboratory and federal complex which is a high priority of both the Biden Administration and Secretary Granholm. Michelle was recently recognized by the Council on Environmental Quality for her leadership on the “whole of government” carbon pollution-free-electricity (CFE) pilot effort. In this role, Michelle expertly organized members of lead government agencies, including DOE, the Department of Defense, and General Services Administration around the government’s ambitious efforts to procure CFE for all government agencies in the Public Service Company of Colorado (PSCo) service territory.

As the Global Energy Park Business Engagement Manager for the State of Colorado and DOE she contributes to the collective efforts for development and fabrication of a partnership impact accelerator. This venue will convene industry, government, and academia to lead the global transition toward clean, renewable, sustainable, and equitable energy solutions that catalyze new research and technology.

Michelle earned an MLA from Harvard University and a BFA from Rhode Island School of Design (RISD).
Dr. Moises E. Smart is the Engineering Director and Distinguished Engineer for the Linear Coherent Light Source (LCLS) Directorate at SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory.

Dr. Smart received his B.S. in Mechanical Engineering from New York University in 1995 and his Ph.D. in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering from Rutgers University in 2004. He began his engineering career at Schlumberger Technology Corporation, a Fortune Global 500 company. From 2014 until 2020, Dr. Smart served as Research and Technology Director, responsible for the R&D activities of the Perforating Group at Schlumberger.

Dr. Smart was recruited to SLAC in February 2021 based on his track record of over 20 years in the industry. He is the LCLS Engineering Director and a very active member of the senior leadership team for the facility and directorate. During this time, he had a transformative impact on engineering within LCLS and in support of three of the largest projects at SLAC (LCLS-II, LCLS-II-HE, and MEC-Upgrade). His vision for world-class engineering is transforming how we design, operate, assess, and continually improve our facility. His development and implementation of a strategy to attract and develop individuals and teams have established a skills platform that will have a decadal impact.
Emily Smith
Division Director, Chemical and Biological Science
Ames National Laboratory

Emily A. Smith is the Division Director for Chemical and Biological Science at Ames National Laboratory and, since 2006, a Professor of Chemistry at Iowa State University. She has a Bachelor’s degree in chemistry from Northwestern University and graduate degrees in chemistry from The Pennsylvania State University (M.S.) and University of Wisconsin-Madison (Ph.D.). Her postdoctoral appointments were at the University of Delaware, Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry and she was a Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (National Institutes of Health, F32 and T32) Postdoctoral Fellow at the University of Arizona, Department of Molecular Biology and the Arizona Cancer Center.

In her role as a faculty member, Emily has advised 11 high schools students, 1 high school teacher, 30 undergraduate students, 27 graduate students and 5 postdoctoral scholars in the research laboratory. Her research focuses on optical spectroscopy measurements that are traditionally inaccessible to light-based measurements and has been funded by the National Science Foundation, Department of Energy, US Department of Agriculture, National Institutes of Health, and private foundations: her research interests are optical spectroscopy instrument development for the analysis of nanoscale phenomena in separations materials, plant and animal tissue; and understanding the molecular events that lead to the organization of the cell membrane. She has over 120 research publications in these areas.

Emily is a member of the Executive Committee of the Analytical Division of the American Chemical Society as well as Councilor for the Analytical Division. She has served on the American Chemical Society Project SEED committee since 2020, and as part of this committee works to provide summer research internships across the country to high school students from low-income families. She has also served in various capacities for the Society for Applied Spectroscopy and the Biophysical Society.

She was a 2019-2021 American Association for the Advancement of Science, Science and Technology Policy Fellow working at the Department of Energy, Office of Science, Basic Energy Sciences in Germantown, Maryland on diversity, equity, and inclusion as well as artificial intelligence research policies.
Dr. Sibendu Som is Director of Advanced Propulsion and Power Department, and Director of Artificial Intelligence Initiative at Argonne National Laboratory, leading a team of 25+ PhDs with background in multi-scale and multi-physics simulations, for applications to propulsion and power systems such as piston engines, gas turbines, detonations engines, and manufacturing systems. This research group was established by Dr. Som in 2015, and under his technical leadership and dedication, has grown immensely to be well recognized internationally. This department includes 20+ researchers performing experimental work on propulsion and power generation systems with H\textsubscript{2} and other low-carbon fuels. A H\textsubscript{2} and fuel cell group with 10+ researchers is also within the department working on H\textsubscript{2} storage and total cost of ownership analysis.

Dr. Som has more than a decade of experience in modeling and simulations of propulsion, power generation, and manufacturing processes on High Performance Computing (HPC) systems. His team is responsible for developing predictive simulation capabilities for industry and ensure that the experimental data, knowledge, and tools are transferred to them. Dr. Som’s group further leverage latest developments in HPC and machine learning to accelerate these high-fidelity simulations. He is a co-founder of Argonne’s Virtual Engine Research Institute and Fuels Initiative (VERIFI) program which is aimed at providing predictive simulations for OEMs. Dr. Som has authored more than 170 journal and peer-reviewed conference papers and 6 book chapters with more than 7500 citations. Dr. Som enjoys working at the interface of fundamental and applied research and is driven to “move the needle” through large multi-institutional programs.

Some of Dr. Som’s current projects include: (1) Leading a national laboratory consortium on Sustainable Aviation Fuels end-use research, (2) Technical Coordinator for Transportation working group within Net-Zero World, (3) Enabling safe H\textsubscript{2} end-use across different sectors, (4) leadership in the HPC4EI program.

Dr. Som moved to US in 2003 to pursue graduate studies and received his Ph.D. from University of Illinois at Chicago in 2009. He joined Argonne as a postdoc in January 2010 and currently manages a large group of scientists working on topics ranging from piston engines, gas turbines, energy storage, off-shore wind, external aerodynamics, etc. He is also affiliated with University of Chicago as a Senior Scientist at the Consortium for Advanced Science and Engineering. In 2018, Dr. Som received “Strategic Laboratory Leadership” training from “The Booth School of Business”. Recently, Dr. Som was recognized by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) as a fellow, and also received ASME George Westinghouse Silver medal for eminent achievement and distinguished service.
Amanda Stegen has over 20 years of experience building and leading diverse teams to deliver solutions for both scientific and operations challenges. She is currently the Physical and Computational Sciences Directorate Chief Operating Officer at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) where she provides leadership for facility and equipment stewardship, project execution and expert delivery, and safe and secure operations. Prior to this role, she was the PNNL Energy and Environment Directorate Operations Manager responsible for delivering safe and effective operations for the directorate. She spent 7 years in the Operations System Directorate, where she was accountable for managing PNNL programs related to environmental, emergency management, travel safety, and business continuity. She was responsible for delivering outcomes to strengthen the directorates performance, including development of new approaches for assessment, streamlining processes to optimize performance, improving compliance training for the lab, and effectively aligning requirements with operational implementations. She has experience facilitating workshops with cross organizational leaders (R&D and Operations) related to applying Safe Conduct of Research principles in daily work evolutions. She started her career at PNNL as an environmental researcher, where she spent 12 years leading and/or participating on teams responsible for environmental impact analyses for nuclear reactor licensing and relicensing, implementation of field and lab research projects related to ecological fate and transport of contaminants, and design of compliance strategies to streamline environmental permitting for operations and research projects. Amanda is trained as a cause analyst and is a Six Sigma Green Belt. She has a BS in Wildlife Biology from Washington State University and an MS in Biology from Central Washington University.
Daniel Stephens  
*Director of the Nuclear Nonproliferation and Security Sector*  
*Pacific Northwest National Laboratory*

Over the course of his 20-year career at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), Dr. Daniel Stephens has had significant impact on the national security missions PNNL supports—as a nationally recognized technical expert, a talented manager of teams who routinely exceed expectations on the laboratory’s most complex projects, and a leader who drives strategy to success.

Dr. Stephens currently serves as the director of the Nuclear Nonproliferation and Security Sector within the National Security Directorate at PNNL. In this role, he is responsible for a business portfolio that represents approximately one quarter of the total annual budget at PNNL ($1.55 billion in FY 2022). He is a recognized thought leader who often engages internally and externally to drive and shape strategy of the nuclear nonproliferation and security missions of U.S. government agencies. He recently participated on a multilaboratory team where his major contributions and leadership helped create the Nonproliferation Stewardship Program in the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA). Dr. Stephens also led an agreement between the Department of Energy Office of Science and NNSA to extend the life of PNNL’s Hazard Category II nonreactor nuclear facility, the Radiochemical Processing Laboratory. This agreement represents a more than $150 million investment over 10 years.

Dr. Stephens also spent four years as the technical group manager of the Radiation Detection and Nuclear Sciences Group at PNNL, where he was responsible for the management of more than 50 technical and administrative personnel, the safe and secure operation of 12,000 square feet of world-class laboratory capabilities including clean rooms and radioactive material use areas, an active postdoctoral and student program, and research spanning basic nuclear and high-energy physics to sensitive nuclear security programs.

As the acting Chief Science and Technology Officer (CSTO) for the National Security Directorate at PNNL, Dr. Stephens was responsible for the research and development investment strategy across the directorate, including the portfolio of Laboratory Directed Research and Development, as well as a portfolio of strategic initiatives. Throughout his career at PNNL, Dr. Stephens has led and made major contributions to a range of internal directorate strategies culminating in several new distinctive laboratory capabilities in national security.

Previous to his CSTO role, Dr. Stephens was the chief scientist and manager of the project supporting deployments of radiation portal monitors at the nation's ports of entry for U.S. Customs and Border Protection within the Department of Homeland Security. In this role he led a team of more than 700 staff.

Early in his career at PNNL, Dr. Stephens served as a technical advisor during an off-site assignment to the NNSA Office of Nonproliferation Research and Development (NA-22) for the Advanced Materials and Special Nuclear Material Movement Detection programs.
Dr. Stephens has demonstrated service to the nation and to the greater scientific community. He has a distinguished history of scholarship including several highly cited research papers and was elected Senior Member of the IEEE Nuclear and Plasma Sciences Society in 2018. He holds a PhD in Nuclear Engineering from the University of Tennessee.
Joseph Stoffa serves as a Technology Manager on the R&D Program Planning Team at the National Energy Technology Laboratory, the DOE’s only Government Owned Government Operated National Laboratory. Joe is currently serving as the Technology Manager for the Carbon Conversion and Carbon Ore Processing Programs. The Carbon Conversion Program supports R&D of technologies that transform anthropogenic CO₂ emissions into value-added products, and the Carbon Ore Processing Program supports R&D to create value-added products from domestic coals and coal wastes for applications outside of traditional thermal and metallurgical markets. Previously, Joe served as a Federal Project Manager, ensuring that Federally funded R&D proceeded with scope, schedule, and budget. Prior to joining the DOE, Joe was self-employed as a research scientist, serving as a principal investigator on Federally funded cooperative agreements and grants. Joe received his PhD in Chemical Engineering from West Virginia University.

Joe often ponders the energy production, use, and delivery disruption that is likely to occur within the next decade. Several new manufacturing processes and data science techniques are creating synergies that could transform sectors as diverse as transportation, material handling, construction, and generative (creative) design. Joe works with teams performing LCA, TEA, and market analysis to inform program planning for this expansive array of future scenarios.

In his free time Joe dabbles with mechatronics to invent sometimes useful gadgets through the fusion of CAD, 3D printing, programming, and (poorly executed) soldering. Joe also enjoys outdoor activities such as hunting and cold-water boating. Joe lives in Morgantown West Virginia with his wife and three children ages 5-10.
Matthew Toups

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

Dr. Matt Toups is a Scientist at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory. His research focuses on understanding the properties of the neutrino, one of the least-understood fundamental particles of nature, and searching for new fundamental particles produced by high intensity accelerators. Dr. Toups is an expert on the liquid argon time projection chamber (LArTPC) detector, which is the central technology being used in the MicroBooNE and SBND neutrino experiments as well as the future DUNE mega-science neutrino project. He has developed novel methods for detecting scintillation light in LArTPC experiments as well as dedicated, cost-effective electronics for reading out the data. Dr. Toups’s extensive management experience centers on leadership roles in large scientific collaborations, including serving as the elected Co-Spokesperson of the 180-person MicroBooNE international neutrino experiment. He also has a considerable background in strategic planning, having played key roles on Fermilab strategic planning committees and in the high energy physics community’s recent decadal study.
Stefan Vogt
Associate Director, X-ray Science Division
Argonne National Laboratory

Stefan Vogt is Associate Division Director in the X-ray Science Division at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory, the APS’ Principal Science Advisor to the APS-upgrade, and Adjunct Associate Professor at the Feinberg School of Medicine at Northwestern University.

He has been an influential driver in developing X-ray fluorescence microscopy, and his key interests lie in hard X-ray microscopy with a focus on methods development as well as the role of trace metals in biology and life sciences. He is deeply involved in hardware, software and methods development related to Synchrotron-based X-ray fluorescence element mapping and quantification, and has developed and optimized instrumentation for biomedical applications of X-ray microscopy, and in particular trace elemental analysis. He has spearheaded the development of relevant, complementary techniques, such as quantitative differential phase contrast for hard X-ray microscopy. In collaborative studies he has applied this exciting technology to numerous experiments across different fields. More recently, he has been involved in the development of lensless imaging methods for 3D visualization, in particular as applied to imaging microelectronics.

Stefan received his Ph.D. in Physics in 2001 from the University Göttingen (Germany), and has a M.A. in Physics from Stony Brook University (1997).
Elizabeth Wheeler is a Deputy Division Leader in the Materials Engineering Division and the Deputy Director of the Center for Bioengineering at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. She holds a bachelor’s degree in chemical engineering from the University of California at Davis and a Ph.D. in chemical engineering from Stanford University. She began her career at LLNL as a post-doc working on optics for use in the National Ignition Facility (NIF) prior to joining the Center for Micro and Nano Technology where she began working on inter-disciplinary research. She has been involved with and lead efforts in bioinstrumentation for biosecurity applications at LLNL for 20+ years. Her research interests focus on integrating biology and engineering to yield new platforms or flexible devices for Homeland Security or medical applications. She has worked on numerous multidisciplinary teams that have field tested technology developed at LLNL. Currently she also serves as the chair of the Lab-Wide Laboratory Directed Research & Development committee.